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1.. .PURPOSE. This advisory circular (AC) provides anacceptab1e means, but not.the 
only means, of compliance with the Federal Aviation Regulations. (FAR) regardiigthe 
evaluation and qualification of airplane simulators tó be used in traintng prograrns 
or for airmen checking under Title 14 Code of FederarRegulations (CFR).. Criteria 
specif'ied in this AC are those used by te Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to 
determine whether a simulator may be qualified and te qualification level. While 
theseguidelines are not mandatory, they are derived fromextensive FAAand 
industry experience in deterinining Sompliance with the pertinent FARs Mandatory 
terins used in this circular such as "shall" or "must" are used only in the sense of 
ensuring applicability of this particular inethod of compliance Applicable 
regulations must a].so be referenced to assure compliance with the provisions 
therein This ádvisory circular applies only the evaluation of airplane 
simulators See, for examplé, AC 120-45A, F1ight Training Device Qualification 

2 CANCELLATION Advisory Circular (AC) 120-40A, Airplane Sitnulator and Visual 
System Evaluation, dated July 31, 1986, is canceled Operators having siinulator 
lmprovenent or acqulsition projects in progress ¿n the effective date of this 
advisory circular have 90 days from the effective date to notify the ational 
Simulator Program Manager (NSPM) of hose piojects which the operator desires to 
complete under the provisions of AC 120-40A. 

3. RELATED REGULATIONS AND ADVISORY CIRCULARS. ..Federal Miiation Regulation (FAR) 
Part 1, FAR Section5 61.57. 61.58, 61.157,Part 61Appendix A,:FAR 63.39, FAR 63 
Appendix C, PAR 121 407, 121 409, 121 439, 121 441, FAR 121 Appendix E, F, 11, FAR 
125 285, 1Z5 287, 125 291, 125 297, 135 293, 135 297, 135 323, 135 335 AC 120- 
28C, AC 120-29, AC 120-35, AC 120-41, AC 120-45, AC 120-46,AC l501300-2fl, AC 
150/5340-lE, AC 15015340-4c, AC 150/5340-19, AC 150-5340-24, and AC 150/5345-2D 

4. BACKGROUND. Advancing technology has permitted andencouraged more use of 
flight imulators in tralning and checking of flight crewinembers The complexity, 
operating costs, and operatingenvironment of tnodern aircraft.continually lead to 
broader use of the advanced simulator technology available. Simulators can provide 
more in-depth training thari can be accomplished in airplanes and provide a very 
high transfe± of learning and behavior from the siulator to the airplane. Their 
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______ in lieu of airplanes, results in safer flight training arid co-st reductions for 
operators, while achieving fuel conservation, and reduction iri environmental 

impaC t. 

In recognition of flight simulator capability, as the technology progressed, FAR 
revisions were made to perrnit the increased use of siinulators jo approved training 
progratns. In December 1973, FAR Arnendrnents 61-62 and 121-108 perrnitted additional 
use of visual sirnulators. Ainendrnents to Section 121.439 of the FAR perrnitted a 
sirnulator approved for the landing maneuver to be substituted for the airplane in a 
pilot recency of experience qualification. These changes to the FAR constituted a 
significant step toward the developrnent of Amendrnents 61-69 and 121-161 issued 
June 24, 1980, which contained the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Advanced 
Sirnulation Plan. To support this plan, the National Simulator Evaluation Program 
vas established by the FAA in October 1980. The prograin is administered and 
directed by the National Sirnulator Program Manager (NSPM). - 

As the [FAR revisions provided for the evolution of greater use of sitnulators for 
trainit!lg and checking, there also vas an evolution of the sirnulator technology and 
hence he criteriafor sirnulator qualification. A listing of known sirnulator 
criteria should be informative since the qualification basis for a given sirnulator 
tnay be any of the past entena, depending on when the sirnulator was first approved 
or last upgraded. The foliowing list provides the effective dates of sirnulator 
qu.alifiJcation criteria documents: 

FAl 121 Appendix B 
.AC 121-14 
AC121-14A 
AC 121-14B 
FAB. 121 Appendix H 
AC 121-14C 
AC 120-40 
AC 120-40A 

1/ 9/65 to 2/2/70 
12/19/69 to 2/9/76 
2/9/76 to 10/16/ 78 
10/16 / 78 to 8/ 29/80 
6/30/80 to Present 
8/ 29/80 to 1/31/83 
1/31/83 to 7/31/86 
7/31/86 to effectíve date of AC 120-40B 

Each of these documents has addressed the greater complexity represented by 
succeeding generations of sitnulators. Cornplexity of the highest level is not, 
however, required of ah sitnulators. In fact, sirnulators are divided into leveis 
with authorized training and checking increasirig with increasing siinulator 
capabihity. Until the advent of the Advanced Sirnulation Plan, there were two 
leveis of sirnulators--nonvisual and visual. Sorne visual sirnulators were approved 
for "the landing maneuver." The Advanced Sitnulation Plan introduced three 
additional levels--Phase 1, Phase II, and Phase III, with those visual sirnulators 
previously approved for "the landing inaneuver" being incorporated irito Phase 1. 
The training and checking credits fon nonvisual and visual sirnulators vere 
delineated in FAR, Part 61, Appendix A, and FAR, Part 121, Appendices E and F. 
Credits for Phases 1, II, and III were contained in the Advanced Sitnulation Plan. 
Four leveis of sirnulators were, therefore, addressed; Basic (nonvisual and visual 
sirnulators), Phase 1, Phase II, and Phase III. Each of the four leveis is 
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progressive1y more complex than the preceding level and each contains ah the 
features of preceding leveis plus the requirements for the designated level. As 
the technology has advanced, so has the quahification guidance. Efforts to keep 
the criteria updated are, therefore, ongoing with active participation from both 
industry and government resources. 

Continuing this same process, the FAA, in coordination with industry, has reviewed 
a wide spectrum of devices used in training in order to provide guidance on 
required standards and permitted uses. While recognizing the requirement to 
categorize and define training devices, it became obvious that the designation of 
simulators was outmoded. The concept of phases was no longer apphicable since it 
derived from a provision for operators to upgrade their sitnulator inveritories in 
phases and enjoy certain simulator use privileges while doirig so. The concept of 
upgrade in phases is essentiahly complete and the designation of "phase" for 
identification of simulator complexity is no longer descriptive. operators no 
longer begin at a lower level of quahification and upgrade iri phases. The tendency 
is to acquire a given level simulator that best suits their position. Therefore, 
simulators were redesignated. The new designations and theír relationships with 
the simulator 'definitions used previously and in FAR Part 121, Appendix H, are: 

Level A - Visual 
Level B - Phase 1 
Level C - Phase II 
Level D - Phase III 

Nonvisual simulators are now grouped with Level 6 training devices, but must meet 
the requiretnents, except for visual, of a Level A simulator. There is no other 
change in their characteristics or description; just their "naine." Alphabetic 
designations were chosen for simulators to maintain a distinction from the 
numerically designated training devices. 

5. DISCUSSION. 

a. The procedures and criteria for simulator evaluations under the National 
Simulator Evaluation Program are coritaíned in thís advisory circular. A simulator, 
quahified by the NSPM in accordance with the guidance and standards herein, will be 
recommended to the operator's principal operations inspector (P01) or certificate 
holding district office, as appropriate, for approval for use within an operator's 
training program. 

b. Evaluation of siinulators used for training or certification of airmen undez 
Titie 14 CFR fail under the direction of the National Simulator Evaluation Program. 
A simulator will be evaluated under the provisions of this advisory circular if i 
is used in a training program approved under FAR Parts 63, 121, 125, or 135 or 
it is used by an operator in the course of conducting the Pilot-in-Comman' 
Proficiency Check required by FAR 61.58 or the issuance of an airline transpor 
pihot certificate or type rating in accordance with the provisions of FAR 61.157 

c. Under the National Siinulator Evaluation Program concept, a simulator i 
evaluated for a specific operator by an FAA Simulator Evaluation Specialist. Base 
on a successfuh evaluation, the NSPM wihl certify that the simulator meets th 
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. tena of a specific level of qualification. Upon qualification by the NSPM, 
roval for use of the siinulator in a particular trairiing program will be deter-

ined by the P01 in the case of FAR Parts 63, 121, 125, or 135 certificate holders 
or by the distnict office responsible for oversight of a training center when the 
training center is using the simulator to conduct checks required by FAR Part 61. 

d. FAA evaluations of simulators located outside the United States will be 
performed if such simulators are being used by a U.S. operator to train or certifi-
cate U.S. airmen. Evaluations may be conducted otherwise as deemed appropriate by 
the Administrator on a case-by-case basis. 

e. 0perators contracting for use of sitnulators already qualified and approved 
at a particular level for an airplane type are not subject to the qualification 
process. However, they are required to obtain FAA approval to use the simulator in 
their approved training programe. 

6. DEFINITIoNS. 

a. Airplane Simulator is a fuli size replica of a specific type or make, model 
and series airplane cockpit, including the assemblage of equipment and computer 
programs necessary to represent the airplane in ground and flight operations, a 
visual system providing an out-of-the-cockpit view, and a force cueing systern which 
provides cues at least equivalent to that of a three degrees-of-freedom motion 
system; and is in compliance with the minimuin standards for Level A simulator. 

b. Approval Test Cuide (ATG) is a document designed to validate that the 
•'ormance and handling qualities of a simulator agree within prescribed limite 

with those of the airplane and that ah applicable regulatory requirements have 
been met, The ATG includes both the airplane and simulator data used to support 
the vahidation. The Master Approval Test Cuide (MATG) is the FAA approved ATG and 
incorporates the results of FAA witnessed tests. The MATG serves as the reference 
for future evaluations. 

c. Convertible Simulator is a simulator in which hardware and software can be 
changed so that the simulator becomes a replica of a different model, usually of 
Che same type airplane. The same simulator platforin, cockpit shell, mOtion system, 
visual system, computers, and necessary peripheral equipment can Chus be used in 
more than one simulation. 

d. HighlightBrightness is the area of maximurn displayed brightness which 
satisfies the bnightness test in Appendix 1, Item 4.k. 

e. Latency is the additional time beyond that of the basic airplane 
perceivable response time due to the response time of the simulator. This includes 
the update tate of the computer system combined with the respective time delays of 
the motion system, visual system or instrumente. 

f. National Simulator Program Manager (NSPM) is the FAA Manager responsible 
for the overail administration and direction of Che Nacional Simulator Evaluation 
P ro gr am. 
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g. Operator, as used in this AC, identifies the person or organization 
requesting FAA qualification of a simulator and is responsible for continuing 
qualification and liaison with the FAA. 

h. Simulation Data are the various types of data used by the simulator 
manufacturer and the applicant to design, manufacture, and test the flight 
sirnulator. Normally, the airplane tnanufacturer will supply airplane data to the 
simulator manufacturer. 

i. Sitnulator Evaluation Specialist is an FAA technical specialist trained to 
evaluate simulators and to provide expertise on matters concerning airplane 
5 imulat ion. 

j. Snapshot  is a presentation of one or more variables at a given instant of 
time. A snapshot is appropriate for a steady state condition in which the 
variables are constant vith time. 

k. Statement of Compliance (SOc)  is a certification from the operator that 
specific requirements have been met. It must provide references to needed sources 
of information for showing compliance, rationale to explain how the referenced 
material is used, mathematical equations and paratneter values used, and conclusions 
reached. 

1. Time History is a presentation of the change of a variable with respect to 
time. It is usually in the forin of a continuous data piot over the time period of 
interest or a printout of test parameter values recorded at multiple constant time 
intervais over the time period of interest. 

m. Transport Delay  is the total simulator system processing time required for 
an input signa]. from a pilot primary flight control until motion system, visual 
system, or instrument response. It is the overali time delay incurred from signal 
input until output response. It does not include the characteristic delay of the 
airplane simulated. 

ti. Upgrade, for the purpose of this advisory circular, means the improvement 
or enhancement of a simulator for the purpose of achieving a higher level 
qualification. 

o. Validation Flight Test Data, for the purpose of this advisory circular, are 
performance, stability and control, and other necéssary test parameters 
electrical].y or electronical].y recorded in an airplane using a calibrated data 
acquisition system of sufficient resolution and verified as accurate by the company 
performing the test to establish a reference set of relevant parameters to which 
like simulator parameters can be compared. Other data, such as photographic data, 
may be considered acceptable flight test data after evaluatiort by the NSPM. 

p. Visual System Response Time is the interval from an abrupt control input to 
the completion of the visual display scan of the first video field containing the 
resulting different infortnation. 
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- ) EvALUATION POLICY. 

- a. The methods, procedures, and standards defined in this AC is one means 
acceptable to the Adininistrator for the evaluation and qualification of a 
simulator. If an applicant desires to use another tneans, a proposal must be 
submitted to the NSPM for review and approval prior to the submittal of a detailed 
ATG. If an applicant chooses to utilize the approach described in this AC, the 
applicant must adhere to ah of the inethods, procedures, and standards herein. 

b. The simulator tnust be assessed in the areas critical to the accomplishment 
of the airman training and checking process. This includes che simulator's 
longitudinal and lateral-directional responses; perforinance in takeoff, climb, 
cruise, descent, approach, and landing; control checks; cockpit, flight engineer, 
and instructor station functions checks; and certain additional requiretnents 
depending upon the complexity or qualification level of the simulator. The motion 
system and visual system will be evaluated to ensure their proper operation. 

c. It is intended to evaluate the simulator as objectively as possible. Pilot 
acceptance, however, is also an important consideration. Tberefore, the siniulator 
wihl •be subjected to validation tests presented in Appendix 2 of this Advisory 
Circular and functions and subjective tests from Appendix 3. These tests include a 
quahitative assessment of the simulator by an FAA pilot who is qualified in the 
respective airplane. Validation tests are used to objectively compare simulator 
and airplane data to assure that they agree within specified tolerances. Functions 
tests are designed to provide a basis for evaluating simulator capability to 

fon over a typical training period and to verify correct operation of the 
Iator controis, instruments, and systems. 

d. Tolerances, usted for parameters in Appendix 2, should not be confused 
with design tolerances specified for simulator manufacture. Tolerances for the 
parameters usted in Appendix 2 are the maximum acceptable to the Administrator for 
simulator validation. 

e. A convertible sitnulator will be addressed as a separate simulator for each 
model and series to which it will be converted and FAA qualification sought. An 
FAA evaluation is required for each configuration. For example, if an operator 
seeks qualification for two inodeis of an airplane type using a convertible 
simulator, two ATG's or a supplemented ATG, and two evaluations are required. 

f. Fór new generation airplanes issued an original type certificate after June 
1980 or significant amendinents co an original type certificate, or a supplemental 
type certificate which would result in handhing quahities or performance changes, 
only manufacturer's flight test data will be accepted for inicial quahification. 
Exceptions to this policy inust be submitted to the NSPM for review and 
consideration. For a new type or model of airplane, predicted data validated by 
flight test data, which has not received final approval by the manufacturen, can be 
used for an interini period as determined by the FAA. In the event predicated data 
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is used in programming the simulator, it should be updated as soon as practicable 
when actual airplane flight test data becomes available. Unless specific 
conditions warrant otherwise, simulator programming should be updated within six 
months after release of the final flighe test data package by the airplane 
manufacturer. Data revisions which affect or alter simulated airplane systems 
functions must be incorporated before further crewmember trainíng or checking on. 

the affected system. 

g. If a problern wjth a validation test result is detected by the FAA Simulator 
Evaluation Specialist, the test may be repeated. If it still does not meet the 
test tolerance, the operator may demonstrate alternative test results which relate 
to the test in question. In the event a validation test(s) does not meet specified 
criteria, but is not considered critical to the level of evaluation being 
conducted, the NSPM inay conditionally qualify the simulator at that level and the 
operator will be given a specified period of time to correct the problem and submit 
the ATG changes to the NSPM for evaluation. Alternatively, if it is determined 
that the results of a validation test would have a detrimental effect on the level 
of qualification being sought or is a firm regulatory requirernent, the NSPM inay 
qualify the simulator to a lesser level or restrict maneuvers based upon the 
evaluat ion completed. For example, if a Level D evaluat ion is requested and the 
simulator fails to meet landing test tolerances, it could be qualified at Level A. 

h. Evaluation dates will not be established until the ATC has been reviewed by 
the NSPM and determined to be acceptable. Within 10 working days of receiving an 
acceptable ATO, the NSPM will coordinate with the operator and P01 to set a 
mutually acceptable date for the evaluation. To avoid unnecessary delays, 
operators are encouraged to work closely with the NSPM during the ATO development 
process prior to making formal application. 

i. During evaluations, the operator's pilots may assist jo the accotnplishment 
of the functjons and va].idation tests at the discretion of the FAA Simulator 
Evaluation Specialist, however, only FAA personnel should manipulate the pilot 
controis during the functions check portion of an FAA evaluation. 

8. INITIAL DR TJPCRADE EVALUATIONS. 

a. An operator seeking simulator initial or upgrade evaluation must submit a 
request in writing to the NSPM through the P01 or responsible FAA Flight Standards 
District Office (FSDO). This request should contain a compliance statement 
certifying that the simulator meets ah of the provisions of this advisor) 
circular, that the cockpit configuration conforms to that of the airplane, that 
specific hardware and software configuration control procedures have been 
established, and that the pilot(s) designated by the operator confirm that it i 
representative of the airplane jo all functions test areas. A sample letter of 

request is included in Appendix 4. 

b. The operator should submit an ATO which includes: 

(1) A titie page with the operator aud FAA approval signature blocks. 
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(2) A simulator information page, for each configuration in the case of 
Jiertible sinulators, providing: 

(a) The operator's siinulator identification number or code. 
(b) Airplane model being simulated. 
(c) Aerodynamic data revision. 
(d) Engine model and its data revision. 
(e) Flight control data revision. 
Cf) Flight Management System identification and revision level. 
(g) Sitnulator model and inanufacturer. 
(h) Date of simulator manufacture. 
(i) Simulator computer identification. 
(j) Visual system tnodel and manufacturer. 
(k) Motion system type and manufacturer. 

(3) Table of contents. 

(4) Log of revision and/or list of effective pages. 

(5) Listing of all reference source data. 

(6) Glossary of terins and symbois used. 

(7) Statements of Cotnpliance (Soc) with certain requirements. SOC's must 
provide references to sources of information for showing compliance, rationale to 

1am how the referenced material is used, mathmatical equations and parameter 
Les used, and conclusions reached. Refer to Appendix 1, "Sitnulator Standards," 

cbmments column, for SOC requirements. 

(8) Recording procedures or required equipment for the validation tests. 

(9) The foliowing for each validation test designated in Appendix 2 of 
this AC: 

(a) Nazne of the test. 
(b) Objective of the test. 
(c) Initia]. conditions. 
Cd) Manual test procedures. 
(e) Automatic test procedures (if applicable). 
Cf) Method for evaluatirig simulator validation test results. 
Cg) Tolerances for relevant paratneters. 
(h) Source of Airplane Test Data (document and page number). 
(i) Copy of,.,AirplaneTest Data. 
(j) Simulator Validation Test Results as obtained by the operator. 
(k) A means, acceptab].e to the NSPM, of easily comparing the 

simulator test results to airplane test data. 

e. The operatorts simulator test results tnust be recorded on a multichannel 
recorder,].ine printer, or other appropriate recording media acceptable to the 
NSPM. Simulator results should be labeled using terrninology cominon to airplane 
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parameters as opposed to computer software identifications. These resuits should 
be easily compared to the supporting data by empioying cross plotting, overlays, 
transparencies, or other acceptabie means. Airplane data documents included in an 
ATG may be photographicaily reduced oniy if such reduction will not alter the 
graphic scaiing or cause djfficuitjes in scale interpretation or resolution. 
Incremental scales on graphicai presentations must provide the resolution necessary 
for evaivation of the parameters shown jo Appendix 2. The test guide wiii provide 
the documented proof of compliance wjth the simulator validation tests in Appendix 
2. lo the case of a simuiator upgrade, an operator should run ah vaiidation tests 
for the requested qualification level. Validation test results offered in a test 
guide for a previous initial or upgrade evaluation shouid not be offered to 
vahidate simuiator performance as part of a test guide offered for an upgrade. For 
tests invoiving time histories, fiight test data sheets, or transparencies thereof, 
and simulator test resuits shouid be cieariy marked with appropriate reference 
points to ensure an accurate comparison between sitnulator and airpiane with respect 
to time. Operators using une printers to record time histories shouid cleariy 
mark that information taken from the une printer data output for cross-piotting on 
the airpiane data. The cross-piotting of the operator's simuiator data to airplane 
data is essentiai to verify simulator perforinance in each test. During an 
evaluat ion, the FAA viii devote its time to detailed checking of selected tests 
from the ATG. The FAA evaivat ion serves to validate the operator's simuiator 
test results. 

d. The completed ATG and the operator's compliance letter and reqst for the 
evaluation viii be submitted through the operator's P01. The P01 wili then subinit 
the total package with a ietter or memorandum of endorsement to the NSPM. The ATG 
viii be reviewed and deterinined to be acceptable prior to scheduiing an evaluation 
of the simulator. 

e. A copy of an ATG for each type simulator by each simuiator manufacturer 
viii be required for the NSPM'S file. The NSPM may eiect not to retain copies of 
the ATG for subsequent simuiatora of the same type by a particular manufacturer, 
but viii determine the need for copies on a case by case basis. Data updates to an 
original ATG shouid be provided to the NSPM in order to keep FAA file copies 
current. 

f. The operator may elect to accomplish the ATG vaiidation tests whiie the 
simuiator is at the manufacturer's facility. Tests at the tnanufacturer's faciiity 
should be accompiished at the iatest practical time prior to disassembiy and 
shipment. The operator must then validate simuiator performance st the final 
iocat ion by repeating at ieast 1/3 of the validat ion tests jo the ATG and 
submitting those tests to the NSPM. After review of these tests, the FAA viii 
schedule an initial evaluation The ATG must be ciearly annotated to indicate when 
and where each test vas accomplished. 

g. lo the event an operator inoves a simuiator to a new location and it's level 
of qualification is not changed, the foiiowing procedures shali apply: 

(1) Advise the P01 and NSPM of the move. 
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(2) Prior to returning the simulator to service at the new location, the 
- )ator should perforin a typical recurrent vaiidation and functions test. The 

resuits of such tests viii be retained by the operator and be available for 
inspection by the FAA at the next evaluation or as requested. 

(3) The NSPM may schedule an evaluation prior to returfl to service. 

h. When there is a change of operator, the new operator must accomplish ah 
required aduiinistrative procedures inciuding the submissiofl of the currently 
approved MATO through the P01 to the NSPM. The ATO must be identified wjth the new 
operator by displaying the operator's naxne or logo. The P01 viii then submit the 
package as described jo paragraph 8.d. aboye. The simuiator may, at the discretion 

of the NSPM, be subject toan evaluation jo accordance with the original 
qualification criteria. However, a simuiator having Phase 1 status resuitiTkg frotn 
a landing maneuver approval under Advisory Circular 121-14B inust meet the Phase 1 
requirements in FAR Part 121 Appendix H jo the event of the sale or transfer of the 
simulator from one operator to another. 

i. The scheduiing priority for initial and upgrade evaluatioflS will be 

based 00 the sequence jo whjch acceptable ATG's and evaluation requests are 

received by the NSPM. 

j. The ATC viii be approved after the completion of the initial or upgrade 
evaluat ion and ah discrepancies in the ATG have been corrected. This document, 
fter inclus ion of the FAA witnessed test resuits, becomes the Master Approval Test 

- 4 e (MATG). The MATO viii then reuiain jo the custody of the operator for use in 

i. :e recurrent evaivatiotis. 

9. RECURRENT EVALUATIONS. 

a. For a siinuiator to retain its qualification, it viii be evaluated on a 
recurrent basis using the approved MATG. Unleas otherwise determined by the NSPH, 
recurring evaluations viii be accomplished every 4 months by a Simulator EvaivatiOii 
Specialist. Each recurrent evaluation, norinaily scheduled for 8 hours of simulator 
time, will consist of functions tests and approximateiy 1/3 of the validation testS 
jo the MATO. The MATO is to be completed annualiy. 

b. Dates of recurreot evaluatioos viii normally not be scheduled beyond 30 
days of the date due. Exceptions to this policy will be considered by the NSPM 00 

a case by case basis to address extenuating circumstances. 

c. lo the interest of conserving sixnulator time, the foliowing Optional Test 
Program (OTP) is an alternative to the 8—hour recurrent evaluation procedure: 

(1) operators of simulators having the appropriate automatic recording and 

piotting capabilities tnay appiy for evaivation under the OTP. 

(2) 0perators must notify the NSPM jo writing of their intent to enter the 
OTP. If the FAA determines that the evaluation can be accommodated with 4 hours or 

ess of simuiator time, recurrent evaluations for that simuiator will be pianned 
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for 4 hours. If the 4-hour period is or will be exceeded and the operator cannot 
extend the period, then the evaluation will be 'terminated and must be completed 
within 30 days to maintain qualification status. The FAA will then reassess the 
appropriateness of the OTP. 

(3) Under the OTP, at least 1/3 of ah the validation tests will be 
performed and certified by operator personne]. between FAA recurrent evaluations. 
Complete coverage will be required through any three consecutiVe recurrent 
evaivations. These tests and resulta will be reviewed by the FAA Simulator 
Evaluat ion Specialist at the outset of each evaluat ion. The 1/3 of validation 
tests executed for each recurrent eva].uation shouid be accomphished within the 30 
days prior to the scheduled evaluation or accomphished on an evenly distributed 
basis during the 4-month penad preceding the scheduled evaluation. Twenty percent 
of those tests conducted by the operator for each recurrent evaluation viii then be 
Belected and repeated by the Simulator Evaluation Speciahist along with ten percent 
of those tests not performed by the operator. 

d. With appropriate arrangement and understanding between the operator and 
FAA, an extended interval recurrent evaluation scbeduie based on semiannual FAA 
inspections can be arranged. The extended interval evaluation schedule relies on 
quarteniy checks by the operator. 

e. Prior. td arriva]. for an on-site evaluation, the FAA inspector wili notify 
the operator if any tests are planned to be run that may require speciai equipmeflt 
or technicians. These tests would include latencies, control dynamics, sounds and 
vibrations, or inotion system tests. 

f. In instances where an operator plans to rernove a simulator from active 
status for prolonged periods, the foliowing procedures shali appiy: 

(1) The NSPM and P01 shall be advised in writing. The notice shall 
contain an estituate of the period that the simuiator will be inactive. 

(2) Recurrent evaluations will not be scheduied during the inactive 
period. The NSPM viii reinove the simuiator from qualified status on a mutuahly 
established date not later than the date on which the first missed recurrent 
evaluation would have been 8cheduied. 

(3) Before a simulator can be restored to FAA qualified status, it will 
require an evaluation by the NSPM. The evaluation content and time required for 
accomphishment viii be based on the riumber of recurrent evaluations missed during 
the inactive period. Por exampie, if the siniulator vere out of service for one 
year, it would be necessary to complete the entire test guide since under the 
recurrent evaluation program, the MATG is to be compieted annuahly. 

(4) The operator viii notify the NSPM of any changes to the original 
scheduled time out of service. 

(5) The simulator viii normaliy be requalified using the FAA approved MATC 
and criteria that vas in effect prior to ita removal froni quahification; however 
inactive periods exceeding one year viii require a review of the qualificatiot 
basis and, if conditions warrant, may require the estabhishment of a ne 
quahification basis. 

Par 9 Page u 



AC 120-40B 

SPECIAL EVALTJATIONS. 

a. Between recurring evaluations, if deficiencies are discovered or it becomes 
apparent that the sitnuiator is not being inaintained to initial qualification 
standards, a special evaluation of the siinulator may be conducted by the NSPM to 
verify its status. 

b. The simuiator viii lose ita qualification when the NSPM can no longer 
ascertain maintenance of the original siinulator validation criteria based on a 
recurrent or special evaluation. Additionally, the P01 shali advise the operator 
and the NSPM if a deficiency is jeopardizing training requirements, and 
arrangements shall be made to resolve the deficiency in the most effective manner, 
inciuding the withdrawal of approval by the P01. 

11. MODIFICATION OF SIMULATORS, MOTION SYSTEMS, AND VISUAL SYSTEMS. 

a. In accordance with FAR 121, Appendix H, operators must notify the P01 and 
NSPM at least 21 days prior to inaking software program or hardware changes which 
inight impact fiightor ground dynamics of a simnlator. A complete iist of these 
planned changes, including dynamics related to the motion and visual systems and 
any necessary updates to the MATG, must be provided in writing. Operators shouid 
maintain a conf iguration control system to ensure the continued integrity of the 
simulator as qualified. The configuration control system may be examined by the 
FAA on reqst. 

b. Modifications which impact fiight or ground dynamics, systems functions,J 
;ignificant ATG revisions may require an FAA evaivation of the simuiator. 

12. SIMULATOR QUALIFICATION BASIS. The FAR's require that sitnulators inust 
maintain their approved performance, functions, and other characteristics. Except 
as provided for in paragraph 2 of this advisory circular, ah initial and recurrent 
evaivations of those simulators qualified after the effective date of this advisory 
circular viii be conducted in accordance with the provisions herein. Sitnuiators, 
approved prior to this advisory circular viiI continue to maintain their current 
qualification as long as they meet the standards under which they were originally 
approved, regardless of operator, except as rioted in paragraph 8.h. Any simulator 
upgraded to Level B, C, or D standards or any visual system or motion system 
upgrade requires an initial evaluation of that simulator, visual system or motion 
system in accordance with the provisions herein. 

Robert L. Goodrich 
Director, Fhight Standards Service 
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APPENDIX 1. SIMULATOR STANDARDS 

1. DISCUSSION. This appendix describes the minimum simulator requirements for qualifying Level A, 
Level B, Level C, and Level D airpiane simulators. An operator desiring evaluation of an airplane 
sirnulator not equipped with a visual systern (non—visual simulator) must comply with Level A simulator 
requirements except those pertaining to visual systems. AppropriateFAR's as indicated in paragraph 3 
of this AC must be consulted when considering particular simulator requirements. The validation arid 
functions tests usted in Appendices 2 and 3 must also be consulted when determining the requirements of 
a specific level siniulator. For Levels C and D qualification, certain simulator and visual system 
requirements included in this appendix must be supported with a statement of compliance and, in sorne 
designated cases, an objective test. Compliance statements will describe how the requirement is met, 
such as gear modeling approach, coefficient of friction sources, etc. The test should show that the 

requirement has been attained. In the following tabular listing of sitnulator standards, required 

statements of compliance are indicated in the comment coluinn. 

2. GENERAL  A 
S:MULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

a. Cockpit, a full—scale replica of the airplane 

simulated. Direction of movement of controis and 

switches identical to that in Ihe airplane. The 

cockpit, for simulator purposes, consists of all that 

space forward of a cross—section of Lhe fuselage at 

the most extreme aft setting of the pilot's seats. 

X X X X 

Additional required crewmember duty stations and those 

required bulkheads aft of the pilot seats are also 

considered part of the cockpit and must replicate 

the airplane. 

b. Circuit breakers that affect procedures and/or 

result in observable cockpit indications properly 

located and functionally accurate. 

X X X X 

o o 
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A 
s:MuLAToR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

c. Effect of aerodynamic changes for various 
combinations of drag and thrust normally encountered iii 
flight corresponding Lo actual ílight conditions, 
including Lhe effect of change in airplane attitude, 
thrust, drag, altítude, témperature, gross weight, 
center of gravity location, and configuration. 

X X X x 

d. Ground operations generically represented Lo the 
extent that aliows turna within the confines of the 
runway and adequate control on the landing and roll-out 
from a crosswind approach. 

X 

e. Ah relevant instrument indicaLjons involved in 
Lhe sirnulation of the applicable airplane autornatically 
responded Lo control inovement by a crewinember or 
external disturbances Lo Lhe simulated airplane, 
i.e., turbulence or wind shear. 

X X X X 

f. Communications and navigation equipinent 
corresponding Lo that installed in the applicant's 
airplane with operation within Lhe Lolerances prescribed 
for Lhe applicable airborne equipment. 

X X X X See Appendix 3, par. 1, 
for further information 
regarding long-range 
navigation equipment. 

g. In addition Lo the flight crewmember stations, 
Lwo suitable seats for the Instructor/Check Airman and 
FAA Inspector. The NSPM will consider options to this 
standard based on uniqt cockpit configurations, These 
seats must provide adequate vision Lo the pilot's panel 
and forward windows in visual system models. Observer 
seats need not represent Lhose found in Lhe airplane but 
must be equipped with similar positive resLraint 
devices. 

X X X X 



A 
s:MULAToR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

h. Simulator systems must simulate the applicable 
airplane 8y8tem operation, both on the ground and in 
flight. Systems must be operative Lo the extent that 
normal, abnormal, and emergency operating procedures 
includedin the operator's or other user's training 
programs.' can be accornplished. 

X X X X 

i. Instructor controis Lo enable the operator to 
control ah required system variables and irlsert 
abnormal or emergency conditiono into the airplane 
systems. 

X X X X 

j. Control forces and control travel which 
correspond to that of the rephicated airplane. 
Control forces should react in the same manner as in 
the airplane under the same fhight conditions. 

X X X X 

k. Significant cockpit sounds which result from 
pilot actions corresponding to those of the airplane. 

X X X X 

1. Sound of precipitation, windshield wipers, and 
other significant airplane noises perceptible to 
the pílot during normal operations and the sound 
of a crash when the sirnulator is landed in excess of 
landing gear himitationg. 

X X Statement of 

Comphiance 

uC) 
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A 
s:MULAToR 

B 
LEVL 

C I D  
COMfENTS 

m. Realistic amplitude and frequency of cockpit 
noises and sounds, including precipitation, windshield 
wipers, precipitation static, and engine and airframe 
sounds. The sounds shall be coordinated with Ihe weather 
representations required in FAR Part 121, Appendix H, 
Phase III (Level D), Visual Requirement No. 3. 

X Tests Required. 

o. Ground handling and aerodynamic programming to 
include: 

(1) Ground effect--for example: roundout, 
fiare, and touchdown. This requires data on lift, drag, 
pitching rnoment, trim, and power in ground effect. 

(2) Ground reaction--reaction of the airplane 
upon contact with the runway during landing to include 
strut deflections, tire friction, gide forces, and other 
appropriate data, such as weight and speed, necessary to 
identify the fiight condition and configuration. 

(3) Ground handling characteristics--steering 
inputs to include crosswind, braking, thrust reversing, 
deceleration, and turning radius. 

X X X Statement of 
Cotnpliance. Tests 
Required. 

o. indshear inodeis which provide training in the 
specific skills required for recognition of windshear 
phenomena and execution of recovery maneuvers. Such 
modeis must be representative of measured or accident 
derived winds, but inay include simplifications which 
ensure repeatable encounters. For example, modeis may 
consist of independent variable winds in multiple 

X X Statement of 
Compliance. 



s 

A 

M ULAT 
B 

R LEVEL 
C D 

COMKENTS 

8imu1atafle0u8 cotnponefltS. Wind modeis should be 
available for the foliowing critical phases of flight: 

Prior to takeoff rotatiOfl 

At liftoff 
Duritlg inítial climb 
Short final- approach 

The FAA Windghear Trainiflg Aid (FebruarY 1987) presents 
one acceptable means of complianCe with simulator wind 
model requiremeflts. The ATG should either referenCe the 
FAA Windshear Traifliflg Aid or preseflt airplafle related 
data on alterflate methods implemeuted. Wind tnodels from 

the Royal AerosPaCe Establishmeflt (RAE), the Joint 
AirpOrt Weather Studies (JAWS) Project and other 

recognized sources may be implemented, but must be 

supported or properlY referenced in the ATO. 

p. Repre9eflt8ti crosswinds and instructor 

controls for vmd speed and directiofl. 

q. Representative stoppiflg and directiOflal control 

force9 for at least the foliowing runway condjtjofl8 

based on airplane related data. 

(1)  
(2)  
(3)  
(4)  

x x x x 

Statement of Coinpliance. 
ObjectiVe Tests Required 
for (1), (2), (3), 
Subjective Check for 

(4), (5), (6). 

(1) Dry 

(2) Wet 

(3) Icy 

(4) patchy 

(5) patchy 

(6) Wet on  

We t 

1 cy 
Rubber Residue  in ToUChd0 Zone 



A 
S:MULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

r. Representative brake and tire failuredynamics 
(including antiskid) and decreased brake efficiency due 
to brake teraperatures based on airplane related data. 

X X Statement of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

s. A uieans for quickly and effectively testing 
simulator programming and hardware. This may include an 
automated system which could be used for conducting at 
least a portion of the tests in the ATG. 

X X Statement of Coinpliance. 

t. Simulator computer capacity, accuracy, 
resolution, and dynamic response sufficient for 
qualification level to meet Level C sought. 

X X Staternent of Compliance. 
FAR 121, Appendix H, 
specifies computer 
standard for Phases II 
& III (Leveis C and D). 

u. Control feel dynamicswhich replicate the 
airplane sirnulated. Free response of the controls shall 
match that of the airplane within the tolerance given in 
Appendix 2. Initial and upgrade evaluation will include 
control free response (column, wheel, and pedal) 
measurements recorded at the controis. The measured 
responses nust correspond to those of the airplane in 
takeoff, cruise, and landing configurations. 

(1) For airplanes with irreversible control 
systems, tneasurements rnay be obtained on the ground if 
proper pitol static inputs are provided to represent 
conditions typical of those encountered in flight. 
Engineerillg validation or airplane manufacturer 
rationale will be submitted as justification to ground 
test or oinit a configuration. 

(2) For simulators requiring static and 

dynamic tests at the controis, special test fixtures 
will not be required during initíal evaluations if the 

operator's ATG shows both test fixture results and 
alternate test method results, such as computer data 

plots, which were obtained concurreritly. Repeat of the 
alternate method during the initial evaluation may then 
satisfy this test requirement. 

X X Statement of Cotnpliance. 
Tests Required. 
See Appendix 2, par. 3. 



A 

s:MULAToR 

B 
LEVÇL 
CD 

COMMENTS 

y. Relative responses of the motion system, visual 
system, and cockpit instruments shall be coupled closely 
to provide integrated sensory cues. These systems shall 
respond lo abrupt pitch, roil, and yaw inputs al the 

pilot's posílion within 150/300 milliseconds of the 
time, but not before the time, when the airplane would 
respond under the same conditions. Visual scene 

changes from steady state disturbance shell occur within 

the system dynamic response limit of 150/300 milli- 
seconds but not before the resultant motion onset. 

X X 

Statement of Compliance. 
TesIs Required. 

For Leveis A and B, 

response must be within 

300 milliseconds. 

The test to determine compliance with these requirements 

should include simultaneously recording the analog 

output from the pilot's control column, wheel, and 

pedais, the output from an accelerometer attached 

to the motion system platform located at en acceptable 

location near the pilots' seats, the output signal to 

the visual system display (including visual system 

analog delays), and the output signal lo the pilot's 

attitude indicator or an equivalent leal approved by the 

X X For Leveis C and D, 

response must be 
within 150 milli-

seconds. 

Administrator. The test results in a comparison of a 

recording of the simulator's response lo actual airplane 

response data in the takeoff, cruise, and landing 

configuration. The intent is lo verify that the 

simulator system transport delays or time lags are less 

thari 150/300 rnilliseconds artd thaI the motion arid 

visu1 cues relate lo actual cirplane responses. For 

airplane response, acceleration in the appropriate 

rotational axis is preferred. 
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s:MULAT9R 
B 

LEVEL 

C D 

COMMENTS 

As an alternative, a transport delay test may be used to 

demonstrate that the simulator system does not exceed 

the specified limit of 150/300 mg. 

This test shall measure ah Ihe delay encountered by a 

step signal migrating from the pilois' control through 

the control loading electronics and interfacing through 

ah the simulation software modules in tlie correct 

order, using a handshaking protocol, finaily through the 

normal output ínterfaces to the motion system, to the 

visual system and instrument displays. A recordable 

start time for the test should be provided by a pilot 

flight control input. The test mode shall permit normal 

computatiofl time to be consumed and shahl not alter the 

flow of information through the hardware/software 

system. The transport delay of the system is then the 

time between the control input and the individual 

hardware responses. It need only be measured once in 

each axis, being independent of flight conditions. 

Statement of Compliance. 

Tests Required. 

See Appendix 2, par. 4, 

for further information 

on ground effect, Mach 

effect, aeroelastiC 

representatiOnS, and 

nonlinearities due to' 

sideship are nortnally 

included in the 

simulator aerodynamiC 

model, but the Statement 

of Compliance must 

w. Aerodynamic modeling which, for airplanes 

issued an original type certificate after June 1980, 

includes low-altitude level-flight ground effect, Mach 

effect at high altitude, effects of airframe icing, 

normal and reverse dynamic thrust effect on control 

surfaces, aero-elastiC reresentatiOflS, and 

representatiofls of nonlinearitieS due to gide slip based 

on airplane fhight test data provided by the 

manufacturero 

a 



A 
s:MTJLAToR 

B 
LEVL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

Con 't 
address each of them. 
Separatjegfor - -. 
thrust effecta and a 
Stateteno,comptri" 
anjc1emonstrat ion - ,-- 
oLicing. effects are 
required. 

x. Aerodynamic and ground reaction modeling for the 
effects of reverse thrust on directional control. 

X X X Statement of Compliance. 
Testa Required. 

y. Self-testing for simulator hardware and 
programming to determine compliance with simulator 
performance tests as prescribed in Appendix 2. Evidence 
of testing rnust include simulator number, date, time, 
conditions, tolerances, and appropriate dependent 
variables portrayed in comparison to the airplane 
standard. Automatic flagging of "out-of-tolerance" 
situations is encouraged. 

X Statement of Compliance. 
Testa Required. 

z. Diagnostic analysis printouts of simulator 
malfunctions sufficient to determine compliance with the 
Sirnulator Component Inoperative Cuide (ScIG). These 
printouts shall be retained by the operator between 
recurrin'g FAA simulator evaluationa as part of the daily 
discrepancy log required under FAR 121.407(a)(5). 

X Statement of Compliance. 
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A 
SMULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

COMHENTS 

sa. Timely pertnanent update of simulator hardware 
arid prograrnming subsequent to airplane modification. 

X X 

bb. Daily preflight documentatiori either iri the 
daily log or in a location easily accessible for 
review. 

X X X X 

3. MOTION SYSTEM. 

X X X X 
a. Motion (force) cues perceived by the pilot 

representative of the airplane motions, i.e., 
touchdown cues, should be a function of the simulated 
rate of descent. 

b. A mot ion system having a minimuin of three 
degrees of freedom. 

X X 

c. A motion system which produces cues st least 
equivalent to those of a six-degrees-of-freedom 
synergistic platform motion system. 

X X Statement of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

d. A means for recordirig the motion response time 
for comparison with sirpiane daLa. 

X X X X See 2.v. of this 
Appendix. 

e. Special effects programming to include: 

(1) Runway rumble, oleo deflections, effects of 
groundspeed sud uneven runway characteristics, 

(2) Buffets on the ground due Lo spoiler/ 
speedbrake extension and thrust reversal. 

(3) Bumps after lift-off of nose sud main gear. 

X X X 



SIMtJLATQR LEVEL 

A B C D 
COMMENTS 

Statement or Compliance. 
Testo Required. 

t. Characterjgtjc buttet inoliong that resuLt trom 
operation of Ihe airplane (for example, high—speed 

buffet, extended landing gear, flaps, nosewheel 

scuffing, stall) which can be sensed al the flight deck. 

The simulator must be programmed and instrumenled in 

such a manner that the characterigtjc buffet modes can 

be measured and compared Lo airplane dala. Airplane 

dala are also required to define flight deck motions 
when the airplane jo subjected Lo atmospheric 

disturbances. General purpose disturbance modeis thaI 
approximate demonstrable flight test daLa are 

acceptable. A test with recorded results which 

aliows Ihe comparison of relative amplitudes versus 
freqt.ncy is required. 

(7) 
nose gear. 

(6) Stall buffet lo, bul not necessarily 

beyond, the FAÁ certificated stall speed, Vs. 

(5) Buffet jo the air due to flap and spoiler/ 
speedbrake extension. 

(4) Buffet during extension and retraclion of 
landing gear. 

(8) Nosewheel scuffing. 

(9) Thrust effect with brakes set. 

Representatjve touchdown cues for majo and 

x 



x x 

x 

x x x 

x 

x 

4. VISUAL SYSTEMS. 

a. Visual systern capable of meeting ah the 
standardg of thjg appendjx. and Appendjceg 2 and 

3 
(Validation and Functions and Subjective Tests 

Appendjces) as applicable to the level of qualifjcj
0  

requested by the apphicant. 

b. Optical system capable of providing at least a 

45-degree horizontal ¿md 30-degree vertical field of 
vieq simultaneously for each pilot. 

s:MuLAToR LEV L 
A B c D 

c. Contjuoij9 mínimum visual field of viei of 75-

degrees horizontal ¿md 30-degrees vertical per pilot 

seat. Both pilol seat visual systems shall be able to 
be operated simultaneously. 

d. A meana for recording the visual response time 
for visual systems quahifjed under AC 121-14c and 
subseq uent. 

e. Visual scene content to verify visual ground 
segment. The informatjon provided musi indicate the 
pertinent daLa such as proper location of the glide 
siope transmilter for specified runways, cockpit visual 

cut-off angle, pilot eye reference point, etc., in a 

landing configuratjon, and relative height of the glide 

siope antenna Lo the main landing gear wheels iri the 

landing configuration at a 100 ft. (30 m.) main wheel 
height aboye the touchdown zone. The ATG must 

x x x x 

COMMENTS 



X Staternent of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

s:MuLAToR LEV L 
A B

C
1 D  

COMNE NTS 

contain Lhe  calculatjonscand drawings used 
Lo develop the visual scene conLent The visual systern 

approach/runway light intensity setting used should be 
specifjed in the ATG. 

f. For the NSPM Lo qualify precision weather 
minimum accuracy on simulators qualified under previous 
advisory circulars, operatorg must provide the 
informatjon required in e. aboye. 

g. Visual cues Lo assess sink rate and depth 
perception during landing. 

x x x x 

x x x 

h. Test procedures Lo quickly confirm visual system 
color, RVR, focus, intensity, level horizon, and 
attitude as compared Lo the simulator attitude 
indicator. 

x x Statement of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

i. Dusk scene Lo enable identjfjcatjon of a visible 
horizon and typical terrain characterigtjcg such as 
fields, roads, bodies of water. 

x x Statement of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

j. A minimum of ten leveis of occulting, This 
capability must be demonstrated by a visual model 
through each chanriel. 

x x Statement of Compliance. 
Tests Required. 

k. Daylight, dusk, and night visual scenes with 
sufficient scene content Lo recognize airport, Lhe 
terrain, aud rnajor landmarks around the airport and to 
successfully accomplish a visual landing. The daylight 
visual scene musL be part of a total daylight cockpit 
envirorlment which at least represents the amount of 
light in the cockpit on an overcast day. Daylight 
visual system is defined as n visual system capable of 



A 
s:MuLAToR 

B 
LEVL 
C D 

COMMENTS 

producing, as a minimum, fuil color presentations scene 
content comparable in det:ail to that produced by 4,oüo 
edges or 1,000 surfaces for, daylight and 4,000 light 
points for night and dusk scenes, 6-foot larnberts of 
light measured at the pilot's eye position (highlíght 
brightness), 3-arc minutes resolution for the field of 
view at the pilot's eye, aud a display which is free of 
apparent quantization ¿md other distracting visual 

effects .ihile the simulator is in motion. The simulator 
cockpit ambient lighting ahali be dynamicallyconsistent 

with the visual scene displayed. For daylight scenes, 
such ambient lighting shall neither "washout" the 

displayed visual scene nor fali below 5-foot lamberts of 

light as reflected from an approach plate at knee 

height at the pilot's station and/or 2-foot lamberts of 

light as reflected from the pilot's face. Ah 

brightness and resolution requirements must be validated 

by an objectíve test and wihl be retested at least 

yearly by the NSPK. Testing may be accomphished more 

frequently if there are indications that the performance 

is degrading on an accelerated basis. Compliance of the 

brightness capability may be demonstrated with a test 

pattern of white light using a spot phototneter. 

(1) Contrast Ratio. A raster drawn teat 

pattern filhing entire visual scene (three or more 

channeis) shall consist of a matrix of black and white 

squares no larger than 10 degrees ¿md no smaller than 5 

degrees per square with a white square in the center of 

each channel, 

Measurement shall be made on the center bright square 

for each channel using a l spot photometer. This value 

shall have a minimum brightness of 2-foot lamberts. 

Measure any adjacent dark squares. The contrast ratio 

is the bright square value divided by dark square value. 



A 
Sfl4ULATOR 

B 
LEVL 

C I D  
COMMENTS 

Ilinimum test contrast ratio result is 5:1. 

Lightpoint contrast ratio shall be not less than 25:1 
when a square of at least 1°: filled (i.e., lightpoint 
modulation is just discernible) with lightpoint is 
compared to the background adjacent. 

Note: Cockpit ambient light leveis should be maintained 
at Phase III requirernents. 

(2) I1ighlight Brightness Test. Maintaining the 
fuil test pattern described aboye, superimpose a 
highlight area on the center white square of each 
channel and measure the brightness using the 1° spot 
photometer. Lightpoints are not acceptable. Use of 
calligraphic capabilities to enhance raster brightness 
is acceptable. 

(3) Resolution will be demonstrated by a test 
pattern of objects shown to occupy a visual angle of 3 
arc minutes in the visual scene from the pilot's 
eyepoint. This should be confirmed by calculations in 
the statement of compliance. 

(4) Lightpoint size - not greater than 6 ARC 
minutes measured in a test pattern consisting of a 
single row of lightpoints reduced in length until 
modulation is just discernible, a row of 40 lights 
will form a 4 angle or less. 
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APPENDIX 2. SIMULATOR VALIDATION TESTS 

1. DISCUSSION. Simulator performarice and 
system operation must be objectively evaluated 
by cotnparing the results of tests conducted in 
Lhe simulator to airplane data unless 
specifically noted otherwise. To facilitate 
the validation of the simulator, a multichannel 
recorder, une printer, or other appropriate 
recording device acceptable to the NSPM should 
be used to record each validation teat result. 
These recordings should then be compared to the 
airplane source data. 

The ATG provided by the operator tnust describe 
clearly and distinctly how the simulator will 
be set up and operated for each test. Use of a 
driver program designed to automatically 
accomplish the tests is encouraged for ah 
simulators. Sel[ testing ot simulator haruware 
and programming to determine compliance with 
ah simulator requirements is apecified by FAR 
121, Appendix H, for Phase III (Level D) 
simulators. It ja not the intent and it is not 
acceptable to the FAA to test each simulator 
subsysteni independently. Overail integrated 
testing of the simulator must be accomplished 
to ansure that the total simulator system meets 
the prescribed standards. A manual test 
procedure with exphicit and detailed steps for 
completion of each test must also be provided. 

The tests and tolerances contained in this 
appendix must be included in the operator's 
ATG. Levels B, C, and D simulators inust be 
compared to flight test data except as 
othervise specified. For airplanes 
certificated prior to June 1980, an operator 
may, after reasonable attempts have failed to 
obtain suitable fhight test data, indicate iii  

the ATG where flight test daLa are unavailable 
or unsuitable for a specific test. For such a 
test, alternative data should be submitted to 
the NSPM for approval. Submittals for 
approval of data other than fhight test must 
include an explanation of validity with 
respect Lo available flight teat information. 

The Table of Validation Tests of this 
appendix generahly indicates the test 
resulta required. Unless noted otherwise, 
simulator tests should represent airplane 
performance and handhing quahities at normal 
operating weights and centers ofgravity 
(cg). If a test is supported by airplane 
daLa at one extreme weight or cg, another 
test supported by airplane data at 
lnlucoud].L1OUS or as ciose a possibie Lo the 
other extreme should be included. Certain 
tests which are relevant only aL one extreme 
cg or weight condition need not be repeated 
at the other extreme. Test of handling. 
qualitiesmuat include validationof 
augmentation devices. 

Simulators for highly augmented airplanes 
will be validated both in the unaugmented 
configuration (or failure state with the 
maximum permitted degradation inhandling 
quahities) and the augmented conf iguration. 
Where various levels of handling qualities 
result from failure states, validation of 
the effect of the failure is necessary. 
Requirements for testing wihl be mutually 
agreed Lo between the operator and the NSPM 
on a case-by-case basis. 



APPENDIX 2. SW. OR VALIDATION TESTS  

In the case of simulatora approved under 
previous advisory circulars, the tolerances of 
this appendix may be used in subsequent 
recurrent evaluations for any given test 
providing the operator has submitted a proposed 
ATG revision Lo the NSPM and has receíved FAA 
approval. 

2. TEST REQUIREMENTS.  The ground and flight 
te9t8 required for qualification are usted in 
the Table of Validation Testa. Computer 
generated 8imulator test resulta should be 
provided for each teat. The resulta should be 
produced on a multichannel recorder, une 
printer, or other appropriate recording device 
acceptable Lo the NSPM. Time histories are 
required unlesa otherwise indicated in the Table 
of Validation Tests. 

Fiight Leat daLa which exhibit rapid variations 
of the measured parametera may require 
engineering judgment when. making assessments of 
simulator validity. Such judgrnent must not be 
limited Lo a single parameter. Ah relevant 
parameters related to a given maneuver or fhight 
condition must be provided to allow overahl 
interpretat ion. When it is difficult or 
itnpossible Lo match simulator Lo airplane daLa 
throughout a time history, differences must be 
justified by providing a comparison of other 
related variables for the condit ion be ing 

as sea sed. 

a. Parameters, ToleranceS, aud Flight  
Conditions. The Validation Tests Table of this 
appendix describes the parameters, tolerances, 
and flight conditions for simulator validation.  

If a fhight condition or operating condition is 
shown which does not apply to the qualification 
level sought, it should be disregarded. 
Sitnulator resulta must be labeled using the 
tolerances and units given. 

b. Flight Conditions Verification. 
When comparing the pararneters listed to those 
of the airplane, sufficient data must also be 
provided Lo verify the correct fhight 
condition. For example, to shaw that control 
force is within 5  pounds (2.225 daN) in a 
static stability test, data Lo show the correct 
airspeed, power, thrust or torque, airplane 
configuration, altitude, and other appropriate 
datum identification parameters should also be 
given. If comparing short penad dynamics, 
normal acceleration may be used Lo estabhish a 
match Lo the airplane, but airspeed, altitude, 
control input, airplane contiguratiori, ana 
other appropriate data must also be given. A1I 
airspeed values should be clearly annotated as 
to indicated, calibrated, etc., and hike values 
used for comparison. 

The apphication of this appendix to simulator 
validation requires reference to FAR 121, 
Appendix H to acquire fuil know-ledge of 
simulator criteria for approval. 



TABLE OF VALI1[WIC TESIS 
1 = Initial Evaluation 
R = Recurrent Evaluation 

Test Tolerance Flight Condition Qual ification Requirrent CamEnt 5 

1. PERFUA A B C D 

1 

- ,. 
a. T 

(1) Minim Radi T +3 Feet (O.n) Gro/Takeoff 
J% of Airplane 

Turn Radit 

(2) Rote of Turn vs. +10% or +2°/sm. Grond/Takeoff 
Ncewbeel Steering Tixn Rote 
Angle 

IR iR IR 
.-.-- ... . 

b. TAKEY 

(1) Grod Acceleraticti +5% Tii and Distarice Crourtl/Takeoff 

Tin and Distance or +5% Tine and +)0 
Feet (61 Meters) of 
Distarice 

IR IR IR IR Acceleration Tite aid 
Distance should be 
recorded for a minimun 
of 80% of total sent. 
(Brake release to Vr) 

(2) Kiniinui Control Speed, +25% of Maximuri Croundtrakeoff 
Grod (Vircg) Aero- Airplone Deviaticti 
dvnanic Controis Only frcin Ruiway Centerline 
per Applicable Air- or +5 Feet (1.5 
nrthiness Standard Meters) 

or 
1i Sçeed, Erine 
Inoperative Groucti 
Cctitrol CharacteristicS 

IR IR IR IR Erine failure sçed 
must be within +1 knot 
of airplane engine 
failure speed. 



   

TABLE OF VALE TESIb  
1 = Initial Eva1tion 
R = Rectrrent Eva1uatic 

 
Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualification Requirnt  Camnts 

    

      

1. PK-IE (TAKEOFF con' t) 

+3 Kts irs 
+1.5° Pitch 

Grounl/Takeoff 

A B c D 

nu is defined as that 
speed at shich the 
last main landing gear 
leaves the grorid. 
Main landing Gear Strt 
Canpress ion or equiva-
lent air/ground signal 
should 1e recorded. 
Record as a minimun frcrn 
10 Kts lefore start of 
rotntion. 

(3) Minimu Unstick Sed 
or equivaleril as 
provided by tI 
airplane manufacturer 

IR IR IR IR 

(4)  Normal Takeoff -'-3 Kts Airspeed 
+1.5°  Pitch, or 
+1.5°  Arle of Attack 
+20 Feet (6 Meters) 
Altit 

Groud/Takeoff 
and First Sent 
Clixnb 

IR IR IR IR Record Takeoff prof ile 
to at least 200 ft. 
(61 Meters) L. 

(5)  Critical Engine 
Failure on Takeoff 

4-3 Kts Airspeed o' 

+1.5° Pitch, +1.5° 
7ngle of Attack 
+20 Feet (6 Meters) 
Altit 
+2°  Bank arxl 
Sideslip Ar1e 

Grouid/Tnkeoff 
arid First Sei-nt 
Climb 

IR IR IR iR Rord Takeoff profile 
to at least 200 ft. 
(61 Fleters) IGL. 
Engine failure speed 
mt 't within +3 Kts 
of airplane ¿ata, 

(6)  Crosswind Takeoff +3 Kt:s Mrspeed on- 
1.5°  Pitch, +1.5°  

Angle of Attack 
-1-20 Feet (6 Meters) 
A1tituc' 
+2° Bank ard 
Sideslip Arigle 

GromdtTeoff 
and First 
Sent C1imb 

IR IR IR IR Record Takeoff prof ile 
to at least 200 ft. 

(61 Meters) IGL with 
se relative wind 
prof ile as airplarie 
test. 



TABLE OF VALIflATIC TESTS  
1 = Initial Evaluation 
R = Recurrent Evaluaticn 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Conditiori  Qualification Iquirnt Caiunts 

   

   

1. FEPFtMAO3 A B C D 
c. CLIMB 

(1) Noimal Clinb +3 Kts Airsç1 Clirnb With Ah 
Ml Erineg Oçerating T5% or +100 FEN Erines 

TO.5 MeTers/Sec) Operating 
Clirnb Rate 

IR IR IR IR Hay be a Snapshot Test. 
Mufacturer's gross 
climb gradient may be 
t.sed for flight test 
data. 

(2) Or Erine Iroperative +3 Kts Airspeed Sond Segtent 
Second Sent Climb 5% or +100 FEM Climb With Oro 

1O.5 Heters/Sec) Erine 
Clirub Rate, but not Inoperatii. 
leso than the FM 
Approved Flight 
Hawai Rate of Climb 

IR IR IR IR Hay be a Snapshot Test. 
Manuftorer's gross 
climb gradient may be 
used for flight test 
data. 

(3) Oro Erine Irxperative +3 Kts Airspeed Approach Ciirnb 
Approach Ciimb for 5% or +100 FIM With One EngirE 
Airplaries With Icing TO.5 Merers/Sce) Iroperative 
Acco.ntabi1ity per Climb Rate, but not 
Approved AFM less than the FM 

Approved Flight 
Maival Rate of Cliinb 

IR IR IR IR Hay be a Snapshot Test. 
Manufaturer's groso 
clisnb gradient: may be 
used for f1iit test 
data. 

d. s1uPPL 

(1) Stcpping Tina and +5% of Tini. Lariding 
Distance, or distance up to 
Wbeel Brakes 4000 Feet (1220 ni.) 
Dry Rwway +200 Ft (61 m.) 

r +10% whichever is 
snaTler. For distance 
greater than 4000 Feet 
(1770 m.) +5% of distanee, 

IR 

- 

IR IR IR Tiiro and Distance should 
be recordad for at 
least &)% of tbe 
total segrent (ID to 
Fuli Stop). 



Test 

TABLE OF VALV IESTS 

1 = Iriitia1 Evahtion 

R = Recurrent Eva1uati 

Flight Condition Qilification Requirnt  Ccnnnts Tolerance 

1. FtWE 

+5% Tin and L1 Landing 

9ia1ler of +10% or 

200 Feet (61 Meters) 
of Dis Lance 

A B C D 

Tiii and Distare shcxild 

1e recorded for aL 

least J% of the total 

instrated reverse 

Uirst segrnt. 

(s1u'i'n con't) 

(2) Stoppíng Tian and 

Distance, 

Reverse Thrust 

Dry Ruiway 

IR IR IR IR 

(3) Stopping Tine and Representative Landing 

Distare, Stopping Ti arKl 

rel Brakes Dis Lance 

Wet Runay 

1 1 FM approved A1M data is 

aceptable. 

(4) Stopping Tiin arad Representati\ Landing 

Distance, Stopping Tin and 

Wrel Brakes Distance 

Icy Rwway 

1 1 FM approved AFM daLa is 

aceptable. 

e. ENINES 

+10% TinE Approach or 

— Landing 

IR IR IR IR Test frcrn flight idie 

to go—arotnd pr. 

Tiire history should 1 

provided. 

(1) Acceleraticxl 

+10% Ti Grond/Takeoff 
— 

IR IR IR IR 
(2) tce1eraLiori 

Test [cus max T.0. 
por to 10% of maxiniun 

takeoff posr (9:J% decay 

in por), Tino history 

should be provided. 



TARE OF VALU'TK IESfl 
1 = Initial Evaluation 
R = Recurrent Evaluaticxi 

TEst Tolerance Fligbt Condition  Qualification Requirnt  Cciiui±flts 

2. HAN1LIN UALIT1ES 

+2 lbs (0.89 N) 
Breakout 
+5 lbs (2.224 daN) 
or +10% Force 
+2°  Elevator 

Grond 

A B C D 

Uninterrited control 
eep. 

a. STAflC O1ROL QiEQ* 

(1) Colunn Position vs. 
Forte and Stxface 
Position Calibraticn 

IR IR IR IR 

(2) Wel Position vs. 
Force and Sr face 
Position Calibraticti 

+2 lbs (.89 daN) 
Breakout 
+3 lbs (1.334 daN) 
or +10% Force 
+1° Aileron 
+2° srxjiler 

Cro'ixl IR IR IR IR Uninterrited control 
ep. 

(3) P1a1 Pcition vs. 
Force and Sur E aon 
Pcition Calibration 

+5 lbs (2.224 daN) 
Breakot 
+5 lbs (2.224 daN) 
or +10% Force 
~2°Rx1dar 

Groxd IR IR IR IR lJninterrupted control 
sep. 

**Coltair1, wbeel, and pedal position vs. force shall 
lieu of the test fixture at the controis would be 

airplane. The force and position data from this 
Such a pernanent installation could be us 

be nasured at the control. An alternate nnthod acceptable to th NSP1 in 
to instrunnt the simulator iii an equivaleni manner to the flight test 

instrwentat ion can be directly recordad and rnatched to the airplane data. 
ed without any time for installation of external devices. 



Test 

TABLE OF VALID IES1b 
1 Initial Evaluation 
R Rectnren1 Evaluaticn 

Flight Condition Qualification Requirarnt Carrrnts Tolerance 

2. HANLII QUALITIES (STtiT1C CLWIROL CHECKS cori't) A B C D 

(4) Nosewheel Steerir +2 lbs (.89 daN) Groiix1 
Force reakout 

+3 lbs (1.334 daN) 
or +10% Force 

IR IR IR IR 

(5) Rr Pedal St:eering +2° e trel Ground 
Cal ibrat icn Áng1e 

IR IR IR IR 

__.,_._) /7, _'; 

(6) Pitch Triiii Calibraticri +0.5°  of Conputer Growd 
Ir1icator vs. Canputed Tdm Arele 

IR IR IR IR 

(7) A1ígritnt of Pr -1-5° of Pcr Lever Ground 
Lever Angle or Cross Angle or Cross Shaft 
Shaft Arle VS. Selected Angle 
Engine Paranter (EPR, Nl) 

IR IR IR IR Sirnu1taneot recording 
for ah engines. 5 deg. 
tolerance apphies 
against airplane dala 
and beben engirieS. 
May 1e Snapshot Test. 

IR IR IR IR Simulator ccxiiputer 
output results xtny Ie 
used lo show ccnphiance. 

(8) Brake Pedal Pition +2° Pedal Pcitiori Ground 

Versus Force 5 lb (2.224 daN) 
or 10% 



TARE OF VAL111ATK IESrS 
1 = Initial Evaluation 
R = Recurrent Evaluaticxi 

Test  

2. HAN!LI QUALITIES  

b. DYWi1IC (XNIROL QiECKS* 

(1) Pitch Control 

Flight Condition Qualification Requirient Camnts Tolerance 

+10% of tine for 
first zero crossing 
ar +10% of peri 
tbereafter. 

~10% Miplitix of 

first overshoot. 
+20% of nplitude of 
2rd and subseqwnt 
overshots greater 
thnn 5% of initial 

dispint. 
-4-1 overshoot. 

A B C D 

Takeoff, 
Cruise, 
Lading 

IR IR DaLa should be nonnl 
control displacnt In 
bc,th direction. 
Arodmately 25% Lo 50% 
of fuil thrcM. 

Refer Lo Paragraph 3 
this apperidix. 

DaLa should be normal 
control displaint. 
Approximately 25% Lo 50% 
of fuil thrc. 

(2) RolI Control Sa as (1) aboye, Takeoff, 

Cruise, 
Laiding 

IR IR 

IR DaLa should be normal 
control displacent. 

Approximately 25% to 50% 
of full thrcx. 

(3) Ya. Control Sa as (1) aboye. Takeoff, 

Cruise, 

Laiding 

IR 

*kColumn, heel, and pedal 1x)sition Vs. force or tinr shall be neasured aL the control. An alternate nethod acceptable to the 

NSPM jn ljeu of the test fixture at the controis would be Lo instrunent the simulator in an equivalent marlonr to the flight 

test nirpiane. The force and position data frcn this instrunentation can be directly recorded a-id matched Lo the airplane 

daLa. Swh a permarient installation could be used without any tine for installation of exterual devices, 

0 
a 
o 



N TESIs TA&E OF VALI 

1 = Initial Evaluation 
R Pcurrent Evaluat ion 

Test Ccxments Tolerance Fi ight Condition Qual i £icat ion Requirnt  

2. Hi\NILll QUITIES A B C D 

Tirr history of 
ixicontrolied free 
response foine, 

leastone pht.oid 
period. 

c. LL»ICI11JDINAL 

(1) Por Change Dynanics +3 Kts Airsç1 Cruise 
+100 Feet (33 Meters) 
Alt it 

or +1.5°  Pitch 

IR ]R IR IR 

(2) Flsp Change Dyrinics 4-3 Kts Airspeed Takeoff to Second 
+100 Feet (30 Meters) Sent Ciinb, 

A1tit AppLoh Lo Landing 
+20% or +1.5°  Pitch 

IR 

IR 

IR 

IR 

IR 

IR 

IR 

IR 

Tin history of 
uontroiied free 
response for tina - 
incrarnt eival Lo at 
least cx ugoid - 
piOd. 

(3) Spoi1er/Sedbrake +3 Kts Airspeed Cruise and 

Change Dyna-nics +100 Feet (30 Meters) Ápproh 

Xititie 
+20% or +1.5°  Pitch —

— 

IR IR IR IR Tute history of 
uncontrolled free 
response for tin - 
incrnt eual Lo at 
least phugoid 
period. 

,—;_--_ ;'e<:; 



TA&E OF VALIDATIG 1FSrS  

1 Initjl Evaluatjon 
R = Recurrent Evaluatjon 

Test 

 

Tolerance F1igJt Condition Qualification Requirnt  Caumnts 

   

   

2. HANILII Qt1ALITTES (1LNrIuDIN con 't) A B C D 

(4) Gear Change Dynanics 4-3 Kts Airsç1 Takeoff to Secoud 
+100 Feet (3) Meters) Segnent Climb, 
Altituc Approach to Landing 

or +1.5°  Pitch 

IR IR IR IR Tute history of 
tiiccwitrolled free 
response. 

(5) Cear and Flap +3 Seconds or Takeoff, 
operating Tistes 10% of Tiste Approach 

IR IR IR IR 

(6) Longitudinal Trim +1°  Pitch Caftrol Cruise, 
(s tab and E lev) Aroach, 
+1° Pitch Angle Landing 
+2% Net lhrust - 
or Equivalent in 
Cniise 

'+5% Net Thrust, 
Approach or Landing 

IR IR IR IR May be Snapshot Tests. 

(7) Longitudinal Maneuvering +5 lbs (+2.224 cN) Cruise, 
Stability (Stick Force/g) or +10% Colum Approah, 

Force or Landing 
Equivalent Surfae 

IR IR IR IR May be series of 
Snapshot Tests. 
Force or Surface 
Deflection must be in 
cxrrec t direc t ion. 



Test 

 

Tolerance 

TABIE OF VALI N  1E&IS 
1 = Initial Eva1tion 
R Recurrent Evaluat ion 

Flight Condition Qualification Requirnt  CcITTrint 8 

   

   

      

2. 1A1DLIN. QUALITIES (1 rrurni con' t) 

Approach 

A B C D 

(8) Longitudinal Static 
Stability 

+5 1b (~2.224 daN) 
or +10% Coluin 
Force or 
Equivalent Sirface 

IR IR IR IR 
Dat:a for at least 
2 beds alx,ve and 
llc trim speed. 
May l Snapshot Tests. 

(9) Stick Shaker, Afrfrai 
Buffet, Stall Speeds 

+3 Airspeed. 
+2° Bank for speeds 
greater than stick 
shaker or initini 
buffet. 

Second Segnent Clixnb 
and Approach or 
Landing 

IR IR IR IR StallWarning Signal 
should 1e recordedand 
iiiuitoccur in the proper 
relation Lo stall. 

(10) Phtoid Dynanics ~10% of Period 
+10% of Tin to 1/2  
or Donble /iplitude 
or +.02 of Dar'ing 
Ratio 

Cruise IR IR IR IR Test should include 6 
cyc les or that suf fi- 
cient to determine tii 
Lo 1/2 anplitude hich- 
ever is leas. 

(11) ShDrt Period Dynnics +1.5°  Pitch or 
+2°/sec Pitch Rate 
+.log Normal 
Acceleration 

Cruise IR IR IR 

d. L/V[ERAL DIIRFCTIONAL 

(1) Minimun Control Speed, 
Air (Vnca), per 
Applicable Airworthi- 
rss Standard 

or 
Lcw Speed Engine 
Inoperative Handling 
aiarazteristics in Air 

+3 KnLs Airspeed 
- 

Takeoff or Landing 
(iichever is nost 
critical. in 
airplane) 

IR IR IR IR Vrrca may Ie defined by a 
performance or control 
limit %hich preventa 
cnonstration of Vg  
in the conventional mann 



TABLE OF VAL1MfIC TESTS  

1 Initial Evaluation 
R Recirrent Evaluatjon 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualificat ion Requirnt  

 

  

CctmEnt a 

   

2. FiANILfl QUALITIES (LA1ERAL DIRErICtAL con't) 

Cniise and Approach 
or Landing 

A B C D 

(2) RoIl Response (Rata) +10% or +2°/sm 
Roil Rete 

IR IR IR IR Test with normal wheel 
cflection (about 3J%). 

(3)  Roli Orshoot 
or 

Response to 
Step Roli 
Ccritroller Input 

420 or +10% of Baik 

+10% or +2°/sec Roil 
Rete 

Açproh or Landing IR IR IR IR Rete response to step 
roli control. inptt 
preferred. 

(4)  Spiral Stability Correct Trend, +2°  
Bank nr +10% in 
20 Seconds 

Cruise IR IR IR IR Airplane data avered 
fron multiple tests may 
1e used. Te8tfor toth 
directions. 

(5)  +1°  Rukr Angle 
or +1° Tab Angle 
nr Equivalent Pedal. 
+2° Sicslip Arigle 

Second SegTrnt and 
Approach or Landing 

IR IR IR IR Hay 1e Srpshot Tests. Engine Iwrative 
Trim 

(6)  Rder Respon +2° /sec or +10% 
Y Rata — 

Approach or Landing IR IR IR IR Test with stability 
atintat ion C and CFF. 
Dutch roli teat may 
h used if Rkr Input 
is shown and otber 
control.s in trirn. 



TABLE OF VALII N TES1b 

1 Initial Evaluation 
R = Rcurrent Evaluatjon 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualification Requirnt  Cczrrrnts 

   

2. I1ANILII qUALFTES (LAIER/iL D1iRECICAL con' t) A B C D 

Test for aL 1east6 
cycleswith stability 
giEation 0FF. 

(7) Dutch RoIl, 4-O.5 sec or +IOZ Cruise and 
Ya. Danper (FF of Period. Approach or Landing 

+10% of Tii Lo 
1/ 2  or tbuble 
MTplitode or 
+.02 of Daiiping Ratio. 
+20%or+1 sec 
of TinE Difference 
BebenPeaks of 
Baik and Sideslip. 

IR IR IR 

(8) Steady State Sideslip For a given rixkr Approach or L.anding 
position +2° Bik, 
+1°  Sideslip, 
+10% or +2°  Aileron, 
+10% or +5°  Spoiler 
or Equivalent Wheel 
Pcition or Force 

iR IR IR IR Nlay te a series of 
Snapshot Tests. 

e. LANDT1S 

(1) Nonivil Landing +3 Knots Airspeed Landing 

+1.5°  Pitch Arle 
f Attack 

+10% A1tit,'t or 10 Ft 
3 Meters) 

IR IR IR Test for a mininuin of 
200 ft. (61 Meters) 
N Lo Nosewte1 Tou±- 
hwn. trotation niay be 
shown as a separate 
nneuver frcxn the tin 
of main gear totrh&i. 



L1b TAE OF VAL] 

To1erare Flight Condition Qualification Requirnt Cciment s 

2. HANTLII QUALITIES (LÉNDIIS cori ' O 

A B C D 

speed for rudder 
effectivenegs +5 Kts. 
Otbers, test to verify 
simulator Trets condi-. 
tions deiionstrated by 
a irpi e nianuf t . 

IR IR IR See Paragrapb 4, this 
appendix. 
A rationale mt 
provided with jwtifi-
cation of results. 

f. QO{JND EFFECT 

(1) A test to distrate -4-1° Elevator or Landing 
ground effect. Stabilator Angle 

+5% Net 11irit or Equiva1 -it 
+1° Angle of Attk 
+10% fleight/A1titx 
nr +5 Feet (1.5m.) 
+3 Knots Airspeed 
+1° Pitch Attibx 

3. SNA[tR SYSIIMS 

IR IR IR IR Appropriate test to 
cimstrate Freqtency 
Response reuired. 

a. £4JTI SYSTfl1 

(1) Frnincy Respon As specified by 
cerator for simulator 
azceptance. 

1 = muja]. Evaluation 
R Rurrent Evaluat ion 

Test 



TA&E OF VALIflATION flSiS  

1 = Initia]. Evaluation 
R = Recurrent Evaluatjon 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualification Requírrnt  Ccimnts 

   

   

3. S1NULAiU SYSTEMS (HJricV SYSIEN con' t) A B C D 

(2) Leg Balice As specified by 
qerator for simulator 
aceptance. 

IR IR IR IR Appropriate test Lo 
ctxnstrate Leg Balance 
reiufred. 

(3) Turn Axoud Check As specified Ey 

erator for siniulator 
acceptance. 

IR IR IR IR Appropriate test Lo 
dnonstrate &iwth T.rn 

Around r€uired. 

(4) Charateristjc Buffet See Appendix 1, 
Motions Para 3.f. 

IR Conpliance statrent 
required. Test 
re uired. 

b. VISUAL SYS'IEM - (Note: Refer Lo Apperidix 3 for adclitional visual tests.) 

(1) Visual Grotiid Sent +20% Static at 100 ft. 
ñn-eshold lights (Y) Heters) iee1 
must b visible }1eit A}xive Touhcbs..0 
if they are in Zcxe on Glide Siope 
the visual segiEnt. 

IR IR IR IR 

I1 A]1 should indicate 
tF source of daLa, 
i.e., ILS Gis antenria 
location, pilot eye 
reference point, 
cockpit cutoff angle, 
etc., used to make 
visual scene ground 
seiEnt content 
calculat jons. 

(2) Visual System Color tiionstration Mx1el IR IR 



TABLE OF VAP'  TESTS  

1 = Initial Evaluation 
R = Rcurrerjt Evaluation 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualificatícxi Requirnt  Ccxrrrnts 

   

3. S]}UIAitR SYSIflIS (VISUAL SYST»1 con' t) A B C D 

(3) Visual RVR Cal ibration Dmstrat ion Mocl IR IR 

(4) Visual Display Fcxus Eixnstration Mcxiel 
and Intisity 

IR IR 

(5) Visual Attitnde vs. DronstrationMol 
SimuLator Att itnde 
Indicator (Pitch arri 
Roil of Horizon) 

IR IR 

1 1 Hay reqwsted for 
recurrent evaluaticri. 

(6) trnstrate 10 Levels tiinstration Mcxlel 
of Occulting Tbrou 
Ech ChanrEl of Systii 

VISUAL, ?1JrIC1, AND (XXKPIT INS'1RUENT RESFSE 

(1) Visual, Motion, ard 150 milliseconds or Takeoff, 
Instrusent Systns less after airplarie Cruise, 
response to an abrt response. Approach nr Liding 
pilot ccxitroller input, 
conared to airplarE 300 milhiseconds or Takeoff, 
response for a similar less after airplane Cruise, 
input. response. Approah or Landing 

nr 

IR IR 

IR IR 
()ie test is required in 
each axis (pitch, rail, 
and ya) for earh of the 
3 conditions ccinpared to 
airplarie data for a 
simuiator input. (Total 
9 tests.) 
Visual change may start 
1e fore irot ion response, 
but notion aceieraticn 
mu3t xcm- fore 
canpleticn of visual 
scan of first vicho 
field containing 
different in{onnat ion 



TA&E OF VALIIIIIcN 1ESIS 

1 = Initial Evaluation 
R P.ecurrent Evaluat ion 

Test 

 

Tolerance Flight Condition Qualification Requirnt  Catrrnt s 

   

   

A B C D 

One test is reuired in 
ech axis. (Total 3 
tests.) 

See Appendi.x 1, 
Itn 2.v. 

3. SIMULAItR sYsrnis (vISuAL, iJrIcx, AND axPIT flSIPIMFN RESPCVSE con't) 

Transport Delay 150 milliseconds or Pitch, 
less aEter control Roil, 
movnt. Ya.? 

300 milliseconds nr Pitch, 
less after control Roil, 
rTesTnt. Ya.? 

IR IR 

IR IR 

d. S0D 

Realistic aiplitire and freuncy of cockpit noises and sounds, 
iriclixling precipitation static, and engirle arid airfrai sounds. 
The sounds shall 1e coordinated with the ather representations 
required in FAR Part 121, Aççendix II, Phase III (Level D), Visual 
Reiuirnt No. 3. 

IR Test results must show 
a ccxtipariscxi of the 
amplitude and frep.ncy 
content of the sound-s. 

- 

e. DLOST1C TESTTN 

(1) A nans for quickly and effectively testing sisnulator 
prograiinirig and hardware. flis could incluie an 
autanated systan hich could h used for condtxting at 
least a portion of the tests in the AIC. 

(2) Self testing of sirnulator hardware and progranning to 
determine catipliance with Leveis B, C, and D Simulator 
Rauirarnts. 

(3) Diagnostic analysis as prescrited iii FAR Part 121, 
Aendix H, Phase III (Level D) Simulator Requiraint No. 5. 

IR IR 

IR 

IR 



APPENDIX 2. sIMI R VALIDATION TESTS (Continued) 

3. CONTROL DYNAHICS. The characterjstjcs of an 
airplane flight control systern have a major 
effect on Lhe handling qualities. A significant 
consideration in pilot acceptabilíty of an 
airplane is the "feel" provided through the 
cockpit controis. Considerable effort is 
expended on airplane feel systeru desin in order 
to deliver a system with which pilots will be 
comfortable and consider the airplane desirable 
to fly. In order for a sirnulator to be 
representative, it too must present the pilot 
with the proper feel; that of the respective 
airplane. This fact is recognized in FAR 121, 
Appendix H, Phase II (Level C) Simulator 
Requirement 10, which states: "Aircraft control 
feel dynamica shall duplicate the airplane 
simulated. This shall be determined by 
cornparing a recording of the control feel 
dynamics ot the simulator to airpiane 
measurements in the takeoff, cruise, and landing 
configurat ion." 

Recordings such as free response to an impulse 
or step funct ion are classically used to 
estirnate the dynamic properties of electro— 
mechanical systems. In any case, it is only 
possible to estimate the dynarnic properties as a 
result of only being able to estimate true 
inputs and responses. Therefore, it is 
iuiperative that the best ponsible daLa be 
collected since done matching of the simulator 
control loading system to the airplane systems 
is essential. The required control feel dynamic 
tests dictated by FAR 121, Appendix H, are 
described in 2.b. of the Table of Validation 
Tests of this section. 

For initial and upgrade evaluations, it is 
required that control dynamic characteristjcs 
be measured at and recorded directly from the 
cockpit controls. This procedure is usually 
accomplished by measuring the free response 
of the controis using a step or pulse input 
to excite the system. The procedure must be 
accomplished in takeoff, cruise, and landing 
flight conditions and configurations. 

For airplanes with irreversible control 
systems, measurements may be obtained on the 
ground if proper pitot—static inputs are 
provided to represent airspeeds typical of 
those encountered in flight. Likewise, it 
may be shown that for sorne airplanes, 
takeoff, cruise, and landing configurations 
have like effects. Thus, one may suffice for 
another. It either or both consideratjons 
apply, engineering validation or airplane 
manufacturer rationale must be submitted as 
justification for ground tests or for 
eliminating a configuration. For sijnulators 
requiring static and dynamic tests at the 
controls, special test fixtures will not be 
required duringinitial andupgrade 
evaluations if the operator's ATG shows both 
test fixture results and the results of an 
alternate approach, such as computer plots 
which were produced concurrently and show 
satisfactory agreement. Repeat of the 
alternate method during the initial 
evaluation would then satisfy this test 
requirement. 



VALIDATION TESTS (Continued) 

The damping tolerance should be applied to 
overshoots oc an individual basis. Care should 

be taken when applying the tolerance to srnall 

overshoots since the signíficance of such 
overshoots becomes questionable. only those 
overshoots larger than 5% of the total 

initial displacement should be considered 
significant. The simulator should show the 
same number of significant overshoots to 
within 1 when compared against the airplane 
date. This procedure for evaluating the 
response is illustrated in Figure 1. 

(2) Critically Damped and Over-
damped Response. Due to the nature of 
critically damped responses (no overshoots), 
the time to reach 90% of the steady state 
(neutral point) value should be the same as 
the airplane within +10%. The simulator 
response should be critically damped also. 
Figure 2 illustrates the procedure. 

Tolerances 

The following table summarizes the tolerances, 
T. See Figure 1 and 2 for an illustration of 
th e referenced tneasurements. 

T(P0) 

T(P1) 
T(P) 

T( A) 

T(Ad) 
Overshoots 

+10% of P0 
Tio of 
10% of P 

+10% of A1, 20% 
of Subseqnt Peaks 

+5% of Ad 
+1 

APPENDIX 2. SIMIJLATOR 

a. Control Dynamics Evaluation. The 

dynamic properties of control systems are often 
stated ja terrns of frequency, damping, and a 
number of other classical measurenients which can 

be found ja texts on control systems. In order 
to establish a consistent means of validating 

test results for simulator control loading, 
criteria are needed that will clearly define the 
interpretation of the measurements and the 
tolerances to be applied. Criteria are needed 
for both underdamped, and critically and 

overdamped systems. In case of en underdamped 
system with very light damping, the system may 
be quantified in terins of freqncy and damping. 
In critically damped or overdamped systems, the 
frequency and damping is not readily measured 
from a response time history. Therefore, sorne 
other measurernent must be used. 

(1) For Leveis C and D simulators, 
tests to verify that control feel dynarnica 
represent the airplane must show that the 
dynamic damping cycles (free response of the 
controis) match that of the airplane within 10% 
of period and 10% of damping. The method of 

evaluating the response is described below for 

the underdamped and critícally damped cases. 

(a) Underdamped Response. Two 
measurements are required for the period, the 
time to first zero crossing Cm case a rate 
limit is present) and the subseqnt freqincy 
of oscillation. It is necessary to measure 

cycles on en individual basis in case there are 
non-uniform periods ja the response. 



b. Alternate Method for Control Dynamics. 
( airplane manufacturer has proposed, and the 
FAA accepts, an alternate means for dealing with 

control dynamics. Themethodapplies to 
airplanes with hydraulically powered flight 
controis and artificialfeel systems. Instead 
of free response measurements, the system would 
be validated by measuremenis of control force 
and rate of movement. 

For each axis of pitch, roli, and yaw, the 
control shall be forced to íts maximum extreme 

position for the foliowing distinct rates. 
These tests shall be conducted at typical taxi 
takeoff, cruise, and landing conditions. 

(1) 'Static Test - Slowly move the 
control such that approximately 100 seconda are 
required to achieve a fuli sweep. 

(2) Slow Dynamic Test - Achieve a fuli 
sweep in approximately 10 seconds. 

(3) Fast Dynamic Tesi - Achieve a fuil 
sweep in approximately4 seconds. 

NOTE: Dynamic sweeps may be limited Lo forces 
not exceeding 100 LB. 

Tolerances 

(1) Static Test - Items 2.a.(1)(2) and 

(3) of this appendix. 

(2) Dynamic Test -2 LB or 10% on 
dynamic increment aboye static test. 

The FAA is open to alternative means such as the 

one described aboye. Such alternatives must, 

however, be justified and appropriate Lo the 
application. For example, the method described 

here may foL apply to all manufacturer's systems  

and certainly not Lo airplanes with reveri 
control systems. Hence, each case muste 
considerad on its own merit on an ad hoc 

basjg. Should the FAA find that alternatjve 
methods do not result ja saL isfactory 
simulator performance, then more 
conventionally accepted methods must be 
us ed. 

4. GROUND EFFECT. During landing and 
takeoff, airplanes operale for brief time 
intervais done to the ground. The presence 
of the ground significantly modifies the air 
flow past the airplane and, therefore, 
changes the aerodynarnic characteristics. The 

done proximity of the ground impones a 
barrier which inhibjts the downward flow 
normally ansociated with the production of 
lift. The downwash is a function of height 
with the eff_ects usually consideredto,.be 
iieg[[gib1e aboye a height ofapproximately 
One•wingspanThere are three main effects 
of thereduced downwash: 

a. A reduction in downwash angle aL the 
tau for a conventional configuration. 

b. An increase la both wing and tau 
lift because of changes in the relationship 
of lift coefficient toangle of attack 
(increase in lift curve slope). 

c. A reduction in the induced drag. 

Relative to out-of-ground effect flight (aL a 
given angle of attack), these effects result 
in higher lift in ground effect and less 
power required for level flight. Because of 
the asnociated effects on stability, they 
also cause significant changes lii elevator 
(or stabilator) angla Lo trim and stick 
(column) forces required to maintain a given 

lift coefficient in level flight near the 
ground. 



For a siinulator to be used for takeoff and in 
particularly landing credit, it must faithfully 
reproduce the aerodynamic changes which occur in 
ground effect. The parameters chosen for 
simulator validation must obviously be 
indicatíve of these changes. The primary 
validatiort parameters for longitudinal 
characteristics in ground effect are: 

a. E trrstab11a€or'ang1e to trim, 

b. P'ower(thrust) required for level 
flight (PLF), 

c. Angle o attackfor a given lift 
coefficient, 

d. Altitude, 

e. Airspeed,' 

This listing of parameters assurnes that ground-
effect data is acquired by tests during "fly-
by's" at several altitudes in and out of ground 
effect. The test altitudes should, as a 
ininimum, be at 10 percent, 30 percent, and 70 
percent of the airplane wingspan and one 
altitude out of ground effect; e.g., 150 percent 
of wingspan. Level fly-by's are required for 
Level D, but not for Level C and Level B. They 
are, however, acceptable for ah phases. 

If, in lieu of the level fly-by rnethod for 
Levels B and C, other methods such as shallow 
ghidepath approaches to the ground maintaining a 
chosen parameter constant are proposed, then 
additional validation parameters are itnportant. 
For example, if constant attitude shallow  

approaches are chosen as the test maneuver, 
pitch attitude, and flight path angle are 
additional necessary vahidation parameters. 
The selection of the test method and 
procedures to validate ground effect is at 
the option of the organization performing the 
flight testa, hovever, rationale must be 
provided to conclude that the tests performed 
do indeed validate the ground-effect model. 

The allowablelongitudinal.parameter 

characteristics are: 

Elevator or Stabilator Angle +1° 

Power for Level Flight (PLF) i-5% 

Angle of Attack +1° 

Altitude/lleight +10% 
or +5' (1.5 m.) 

Airspeed +3 Knots 

Pitch Attitude +1 0  

The lateral-directional characterístics are 
also altered by ground effect. Because of 
the above-mentioned changes in lift curve 
slope, roil datnping, asan example, is 
affected. The change iri roil datnping will 
effect other dynamic modes usually evaluated 
for simulator validation. In fact, Dutch-
rohi dynamics, spiral stability, and roll-
rate for a given lateral control input are 



r 
ered by ground effect. Steady heading 

sLdesl.ips will also be affected. These 
effects must be accounted for in the 
simulatormodeling. Several tests such as 
"crosswind landing," "one engine inoperative 
landing," and "engine failure on takeoff" serve 
to validate lateral-directional ground effect 
since portions of them are accomplished while 
transiting altitudes at which ground effect is 
an importani factor. 



P=Perjod 
AAmp1jtude 
T(P)To1erance applfed 

to Perjod 
T(A)=Tolerance applied 

to Ampljttjde 

Pisplacement 
VS 

Time 

T(Ad) -{ 

A 1  

Figure 1. Under-damped Step Response 



Figure 2. Critically-damped Step Response 
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APPENDIX 3. FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS  

1. DISCUSSION. Accurate replicatiofl of airplane systems functiOns will be checked 
at each flight crewmember position by an FAA Simulator Evaluation SpecialiSt. This 
includes procedures using the operator's approved manuals and checklists. Handliflg 
qualities, performance, and simulator systems operation will be subjectiVelY 
assessed by an FAA Simulator Evaluation Specialist qualifíed in the respective 

a irp 1 ane. 

At the request of a P01, the Simulator EvaluatiOn SpecialíSt may assess the 
simulator for a special aspect of an operator's training program during the 
functions and subjective portion of a recurrent evaluation. Such an assessmeflt niay 
include a portion of a LOFT scenario or special emphasiS items in the operator'S 
training program. Unless directly related to a requiretneflt for the curreflt 
qualífication level, the results of such an evaluatiOn would not affect the 

simulator's current status. 

Operational principal navigation systems including inertial navigation systems, 
OMEGA, or other long—tange systems, and the associated electroniC display systems 
will be evaluated if installed. The Siniulator EvaluatiOn Specialist will include 
in his report to the P01 the effect of the system operation and system 1imitati0fl5. 

2. TEST REQUIREMENTS. The ground and flight tests and other checks required Lot 
qualification are usted in the Table of Functions and Subjective Tests, The table 
includes maneuvers and procedures to assure that the sitnulator functiOflS and 
performs appropriately for use in pilot training and checking in the tnaneuvers and 
procedures delineated in FAR Part 61 and FAR Part 121, AppendiceS E and F. It also 
contains tests to assure compliance with FAR Part 121, AppendiX Ii, and other 
regulatory provisíonS. Maneuvers and procedures are included to address sorne 
features of advanced technology airplanes and innovatiVe traifling progralflS. For 
example, "high angle of attack maneuvering" is included to provide an alternative 
to "approach to stalis." Such an alternatiVe is necessary for airplanes einploying 
flight envelope limiting technology. The portion of the table 

addressiflg pilot 

functions and rnaneuvers is divided by flight phases. Visual systems tests are 

usted separately as are special effects. 

Ah systems functions will be assessed for normal and, where appropriate, 
alternate operations. Normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures associated with a 
flight phase will be assessed during the evaluatiofl of rnaneuVerS or events withir 
that flight phase. Systems are histed separately under "Any Flight Phase" tc 

assure appropriate attention to systems checks. 

Page 1 
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Appendix 3 

TABLE OF FIJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
SMULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

FUNCTIONS AND MANEUVERS 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

a. PREPARATION FOR FLIGI-IT 

(1) Prefhight. Accomphish a functions check of 
switches, indicators, systems, and equipment at ah 
members' and instructor's stations, and determine 
the cockpit design and functions are identical 

hat of the airplane simulated. 

b, S[JRFACE OPERATIONS (PRE—TAKEOFF) 

(1) Engine start. 

(a) Normal start. 

(b) Alternate start procedures. 

(c) Abnormal starts and shutdowns (hot 
t, hung start, etc.) 

(2) Pushback/powerback. 

(3) Taxi. 

(a) Thrust response. 

(b) Power lever friction. 

Cc) Ground handling. 

(d) Nosewheel scuffing. 

(e) Brake operation (normal and 
nate/emergency). 

Cf) Brake fade (if apphicable). 

(g) Other. 

TAKEOFF 

(1) Normal. 

(a) Parameter relationships. 

Page 2 Par 1 
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Appendix 3 

TABLE OF FIJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
S24ULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

(b) Acceleration characteristics. 

(c) Nosewheel and rudder steering. 

(d) Crosswjnd (maximum demonstrated). 

(e) Special performance. 

(f) Instrument takeoff. 

(g) Landing gear, wing flap, leading edge 
levice operation. 

(h) Other. 

(2) Abriormal/Emergency. 

(a) Rejected. 

(b) Rejected special performance, 

(c) With failure of most critical engine at 
iost critical point along takeoff path (continued 

X X X X 

:akeoff). 

(d) With windshear. 

(e) Flight control system failure inodes. 

(f) Other. 

d. INFLIGHT OPERATION. 

(1) Clitnb. 

(a) Normal 

(b) One engine inoperative. 

(c) Other. 

x x x x 

Par 1 Page 3 
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TABLE OF FTJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

A 
SMULATOR 

E 
LEVEL 
C D 

(2) Cruise. 

(a) Performance characteristjcs (speed VS. 
power). 

(b) Turns with/without spoilers (speed 
brake) deployed. 

(c) High altitude handling. 

(d) High speed handling. 

(e) Mach tuck and trim, oVerspeed warning. 

(f) Normal and steep turns. 

(g) Perforinance turns. 

(h) Approach to stalis (stall warning, 
uffet, and g-break (cruise, takeoff, approach, and 

ing configuration). 

(i) High angle of attack tnaneuvers (cruise, 
akeoff, approach, and landing). 

(j) Inflight engine shutdown and restart. 

(k) Maneuvering with one engine inoperatíve 

(1) Specific flight characteristics. 

(m) Manual flight control reversión. 

(n) Flight control system failure uiodes. 

(o) Other. 

x x x x 
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Appendix 3 

TABLE OF FIJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
SLMULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

(3) Descent. 

(a) Normal. 

(b) Maximum rate. 

(c) Manual flight control reversion, 

X X X X 

Cd) Flight control system failure modes, 

(e) Other. 

e. APPROACHES 

(1) Nonprecision. 

(a) Maneuvering with ah engines operating. 

(b) Landing gear, operation of flaps, and 
speed brake. 

(c) Ah engines operating. 

X X X X 

Cd) One or more engines inoperative. 

(e) Approach procedures. 

— NDB 
--VOR, RNAV TACAN 
—DME ARC 

--LOC/BC 
--AZI, LDA, LOC, SDF 
--ASR 

(f) Missed approach. 

--Ah engines operating. 
--One or more engines inoperative 

(as applicable). 

Par 1 Page 5 
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TABLE OF FIJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
SLMULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

(2) Precision. 

(a) PAR. 

(b) ILS. 

!Normal. 

2 Engine(s) inoperative. 

3 Category 1 published approach. 

a Nanually controlled with and 
without flight director to 100 ft. (30 ni. ) below CAT 1 
n iniina. 

b With crosswind (maximum 
dernonstrated). 

c With windshear. 

4 Category II published approach. 

a Auto-coupled, auto-throttle, 
auto--land, 

b All engines operating missed 
approach. 

5 Category III published approach. 

a With generator failure. 

b With 10 knot tailwind. 

c With 10 knot crosswind. 

ci One engine inoperative. 

(3) Visual. 

(a) Abnormal wing flaps/slats. 

(b) Without glide siope guidance. 

X X X X 

Page 6 Par 1 
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TABLE OF FIJNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS  SIMULATOR LEVEL 
A E C D 

f. VISUAL SECMENT AND LANDING 

(1) Normal. 

(a) Crosswind (maximum demonstrated). 

(b) From VFR traffic pattern. 

(c) From non-precision approach. 

(d) From precision approach. 

(e) From circling approach. 

NOTE: Simulators with visual systems which permit 
completing a circling approach without violating 
FAR 91.116(e) inay be approved for that particular 
circling approach procedure. 

(2) Abnormal/emergency. 

(a) Engine(s) inoperative. 

(b) Rejected. 

(e) With windshear. 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

(d) 
hydraulic) power. 

With standby (minimum electrical/ 

(e) With longitudinal trim inalfunction. 

(f) With lateral-directional trim 
mal func tion. 

(g) With loss of flight control power 
(manual reversion). 

(h) With worst case failure of flight 
control system (most significant degradation of 
fly-by-wire system which is not extrernely improbable) 

(i) Other flight control system failure 
modes as dictated by training program. 

(j) Other. 
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TABLE OF F!JNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS  SIMULATOR LEVL 
A B C D 

g. SURFACE OPERATIONS (POST LANDINC)  

(1) Landing roli and taxi. 

(a) Spoiler operation. 

(b) Reverse thrust operation. 

(c) Directional control and ground 
handling, both with and without reverse thrust. 

(d) Reduction of rudder effectivertess with 
increased reverse thrust (rear pod-mounted engines). 

(e) Brake and anti-skid operation with 

dry, wet, and icy conditions. 

(f) Brake operation. 

(g) Other. 

h, ANY FLIGI-IT PHASE  

(1) Airplane and powerplant systems operation. x 

(a) Air conditioning. 

(b) Antiicing/deiciflg. 

(c) Auxiliary powerplant. 

(d) comrnunications. 

(e) Electrical. 

(f) Fire detection and suppressiofl. 

(g) Flaps. 

(h) Flight controis. 

Ci) Fuel and oil. 

(3) }1ydaulic. 

(k) Landing gear. 

Page 8 Par 1 
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Appendix 3 

TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 

SJ1ULATOR 
B 

LEVEL 
C D 

(1) Oxygen 

(m) Pneumatic. 

(n) Powerplant. 

(o) Pressurizatjon. 

(2) Flight management and guidance systems. 

(a) Airborne radar. 

(b) Automatic landing aids. 

(c) Autopilot. 

(d) Collision avoidance systern. 

(e) Flight control computers. 

(f) Flight data displays. 

(g) Flight management computers. 

(h) Head-up displays. 

X X X X 

Ci) Navigation systems. 

(j) Stall warning/avoidance. 

(k) Stability and control augmentation, 

(1) Windshear avoidance equipment. 

(3) Airborrie procedures. 

(a) Holding. 

(b) Air hazard avoidance. 

(c) Windshear. 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

(4) Engine shutdown and parking. 

(a) Engine and systems operation. 

(b) Parking brake operation. 

X X X X 

(5) Other. 

Par 1 PRe 9 
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Appendix 3 

TABLE OF FTJNCTIONS AND SUEJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
- SIMULATOR 

B 
LEVL 
C D 

2. VISUAL SYSTEM 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

a. Accurate portrayal of environment relating to 
simulator attitudes. 

b. With final picture resolution, the distances at 
which runway features are visible should not be less than 
those usted below. Distances are measured from runway 
threshold to art airplane aligned with the run'ay on an 
extended 30 glide slope. 

(1) Runway definition, strobe lights, approach 
lights, runway edge white lights and VASI lights from 
5 statute miles (8 kilometers) of the runway threshold. 

(2) Runway centerline lights and taxiway 
definition from 3 statute miles (4.8 kilometers). 

(3) Threshold lights and touchdown zone 
lights from 2 statute miles (3.2 kilometers). 

(4) Runway markings within range of landing 
ts for night scenes; as required by 3 arc minute 

resolution on day scenes. 

c. Representative airport scene content including: X X X X 

(1) Airport runways and taxiways. 

(2) Runway definition. 

(a) Runway surface. 

(b) Lighting for the runway in use 
including runway edge and centerline lightirig, touchdown 
zone, VASI, and approach lighting of appropriate colors 
and taxiway lights. -. 

d. Operational landing lights. X X X X 

e. Instructor controis of: X X X X 

(1) Cloudbase. 

(2) Visibility in statute miles (Ic-n) and RVR 
in feet (meters). 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 
A 
SNULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

(3) Airport selection. 

(4) Airport lighting. 

f. Visual system compatibility with aerodynamic 
programming. 

g. Visual cues to assess sink rates and depth 
perception during landings. 

(1) Surface on taxiways and ramps. 

(2) Terrain features. 

h. Dusk and night visual scene capability. 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

i. Minimuin of 3 specific airport scenes. X X 

(1) Surfaces on runways, taxiways, and ramps. 

(2) Lighting of appropriate color for ah 
runways including runway edge, centerhine, VASI, and 
spproach lighting for the runway in use and airport 
axiway lighting. 

(3) Ramps and terminal buildings which correspond 
o an operator's Line Oriented Flight Training (LOFT) 
scenarios. 

j. General terrain characteristics and significant X X 
Landrnarks. 

k. At and below an altitude of 2,000 ft. (610 in.) 
eight aboye the airport and withina radius of 10 miles 

X X 

16.l kilometers) from the airport, weather represen- 
:atioris, including the foliowing: 

(1) Variable cloud density. 

(2) Partial obscuration of ground scenes; the 
ffect of a scattered to broken cloud deck. 

(3) Gradaal break out. 

(4) Patchy fog. 

(5) The effect of fog on airport lighting. 

Par 2 Page 11 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

A 
SIMIJLATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

1. A capability to present groundand air 
hazards such as another airplane crossing the active 
runway or converging airborne traffic. 

m. Operatioj-ial visual scenes which portray repre— 
sentative physícal relationships known to cause landing 
illusions such as short runways, landing approaches over 
ater, uphill or downhill runways, rising terrain on the 
approach path, and unique topographic features. 

n. Special weather representationa of light, medium, 
md heavy precipitation near a thunderstorm on takeoff, 
pproach, and landings at and below an altitude of 2,000 
eet (610 m. ) aboye the airport surface and within 
radius of 10 miles (16 kilometers) from the airport. 

o, Wet and snow—covered runways including runway 
ighting reflections for wet, partially obscured lights 
or snow, or suitable alternative effects. 

p. Realistic color and directionality of airport 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
,ting. 

q. Weather radar presentations iii airplanes where X 
'adar information is presented on the pilot's navigation 
.nstruments. Radar returns should correlate to the 
isual scene. 

r. Freedom from apparent quantization (aliasirig). X 

• SPECIAL EFFECTS. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

a. Runway rumble, oleo deflections, effects of 
roundspeed and uneven runway characteristics. 

b. Buffets on the ground due to spoiler/speedbrake 
xtension and thrust reversal. 

c. Bumps after lift—off of fose and main gear. 

d. Buffet during extension and retraction of landing 
ear. 

e. Buffet in the air due to flap aud spoiler/ 
peedbrake extension and approach—to—stall buffet. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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TABLE OF FUNCTIONS AND SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

A 
SIMULATOR 

B 
LEVEL 
C D 

f. Touchdown cues for main and nose gear. X X X 

g. Nosewheel scuffing. X X X 

h. Thrust effect with brakes set. X X X 

i. Representative brake and tire failure dynamics 
(including antiskid) and decreased brake efficiency due 

X X 

Lo high brake temperatures based on airplane related 
±ata. These representatjons should be realistíc enough 
Lo cause pilot identificatjon of the problem and imple- 
nentation of appropriate procedures. Simulator pitch, 
side loading, and directional control characteristics 
should be represerstatjve of the airplane. 

j. Sound of precipitation and significant airplane 
ioises perceptible to the pilot during normal operations 
md the sound of a crash when the simulator is landed in 
xcess of landing gear limitations. Significant airplane 
ioises should include noises such as engine, flap, gear 
tnd spoiler extension and retraction and thrust reversal 
o a comparable level as that found in the airplane. The 

X X 

;ound of a crash should be related in sorne logical manner 
.o landing in an unusual attitude or in excess of the 
tructural gear limitatjons of the sirpiane. 

k. Effects of airframe icing. X X 
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APPENDIX 4. EXAMPLES  

FIGURE 1. ATG COVER PACE 

FIGURE 2. SIMULATOR INFORMATION PACE 

FIGURE 3. EXAMPLE APPLICATION LETTER 
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FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE ATG COVER PACE  

OPERATOR NANE 

OPERATOR ADDRESS 

FAA APPROVAL TEST CUIDE 

(AIRPLANE MODEL) 

(Type of Simulator) 
(Simulator Identificatjon Including Manufacturer, 

Serial Number, Visual System Used) 

(Simulator Locatiori) 

FAA Initial Evaluation 
Date: 

(Operator Approval) Date: 

 

   

   

Date: 
FAA, Manager, National 

Siiu1ator Program 
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FIGURE 2. SIMULATOR INFORMATION PAGE  

OPERATOR  

OPERATOR SIMULATOR CODE: BA707#1 

AIRPLANE MODEL: Stratos BA707-320 

AERODYNANIC DATA REVISION: BA707-320 CPX-8D .July 1988 

ENGINE MODEL AND REVISION: CPX-8D-RPT-1 June 1988 

FLIGHT CONTROLS DATA REVISION: BA707-320 May 1988 

FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEN: Berry XP 

SINULATOR MODEL AND MANUFACTURER: MTD-707 Tinker 

DATE OF SIMULATOR MANUFACTURE: 1988 

SIMULATOR COMPUTER: CIA 

VISUAL SYSTEM NODEL AND ClearView P-T 

MANUFACTURER: 5 Channel 

VISUAL SYSTEM COMPUTER: LNB-6 

MOTION SYSTEM: Tinker 
6 DOF 
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FIGURE 3. EXANPLE APPLICATION LETTER  

Name, P01, 

  

Airlines 

FAA FSDO 

Address 

City, State, Zip 

  

  

Dear Mr, 

(Name) Airlines requests evaluatjon of our (Type) 

sirpiane simulator for Level ____ qualification. The (Naine)  

simulator with (Name) visual system is fully defined on page 

 of the accompanying approval test guide (ATG). We have coinpleted tests 

he simulator and certify that it meets ah applicable requireinents of FAR 

121.407 (or 135.335 or 125...), FAR 121, Appendix H, and the guidance of Advisory 

Circular (AC) 120-40B. Appropriate hardware and software configuration control 

procedures have been established. Our pilots have assessed the simulator and found 

that it conforms to the (Natne)  Airhines (Type) 

airplane cockpit configuration and that the simulated systems and subsystems 

function equivalently to those in the airplane. 0ur pilots have also assessed the 

performance and flyirig qualities of the simulator and find that it represents the 

respective airplane. 

(Added comments as desired.) 

Sincerely, 
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